1896
January
Pg 24 – “Announcements”
Arrivals in England
The Rev. T.F. Shaw, Mrs. Shaw, and child, from Urambo, Central Africa, via Marseilles,
November 21st.

February
Pg 39 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

Many friends of Mr. A.J. Swann will be glad to hear of the useful work he is still
performing in Central Africa as resident magistrate and chief collector of revenues and
“recognized Sultan of Marimba in succession to the late Jumbe,” in the British Central Africa
Protectorate. He estimates the population under his jurisdiction at about 200,000. He has
established a freed slave village, and in three months has captured seventy-five children, whom
he has handed over to the Universities’ Mission. His work is both delicate and interesting. – Mr.
W.H. Nutt, of the Tanganyika Mission, has unfortunately again been attacked by blackwater
fever, and it is feared he may have to return to England.

Pg 43 – “From Month to Month”
Central Africa
Hymnology
In December we received a product of the Forward Movement in our Tanganyika
Mission, in the form of the first Kimambwe hymn-book, to be kept, the Rev. D.P. Jones says, as
a souvenir of the Centenary year. It means a good deal to the Mission, and marks an epoch in its
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history. The first idea was to prepare a hymnal, but when the first three tunes had been set up the
makeshift tonic sol-fa requirements ran out. The first sixteen pages were set up by Mr. Nutt and
the Rev. W. Thomas, and the reminder by Mr. Jones, who goes on to say: “It is only by dint of
patience and perseverance that we have done even this; for what with a nutmeg-grater roller, and
a native to roll, to say nothing of the clouds of dust that were continually swept into the printingroom, we had no small difficulty to contend with.” Mr. Thomas says the book will be of great
service. “From the initials to the hymns you will see there are quite a number of hymnologists
out here – the climate may have something to do with it.”
A New Church
On returning to his station from the Committee meeting at Fwambo, Mr. Jones spent a
Sunday at Niamkorlo [Niamkolo] and preached to the largest congregation hehad seen in Central
Africa. There must have been 700 people present, and it was a cheering sight. On the following
Thursday (August 22nd) a memorial stone in the new church was laid by Mrs. Purves. Copies of
the new hymn-book, the Society’s Chronicle and News from Afar, and the British Central Africa
Gazette, together with cloth and beads to represent the currency, were laid in the cavity, the
ceremony being witnessed by a large crowd of natives. Mr. Purves had been fortunate enough to
discover an excellent quarry near the lake shore, whence huge slabs of grey freestone were dug,
which looked as if they had come from the mason’s hand, so regularly did the seams lie. “It is
amusing to see the children now busy on the lake shore,” says Mr. Thomas, “building stone
houses and churches. The African in that respect is not very different from the child at home.”

March
Pg 52 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, January 28th, 1896 – J.E. Liddiard, Esq., in the chair. Number of
Directors present, 69.
The immediate return to England on sick leave of Mr. W.H. Nutt, of the Central African
Mission, was sanctioned.

Pg 71 – “The Field is the World”

Amid the wars and rumors of wars of the past month, used by God to open up the world
to the light and liberty which the Gospel brings, did our readers note these two telegrams from
Sir. H.H. Johntson, following up the work of the Universities Mission in the south-east, and the
Livingstonia Mission in the north-west of Lake Nyasa? –
“November 11th, 1895 (by cable from Mozambique, January 8th, 1896). – The British
expedition, composed of Sikh soldiers and native-trained troops, led against the slave-trading
chief, Zarafi, by Major C.A. Edwards, gained a complete victory for the British force, with the
loss of only one Sikh killed and several wounded. Zarafi, after the fall of Maknjira, became the
principal slave-raiding chief on the south-east borders of the Central Africa Protectorate, and has
continually made war against the British for the past four years. He defeated the British in 1892,
and captured a cannon. The cannon has now been recovered. A large number of slaves were
found and released.”
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“Karonga, December 6th, 1895. – Operations against North Nyasa Arabs, beginning
December 1st, completely successful after two and a half days’ fighting. All stockades taken and
destroyed, four Arabs killed, two take prisoners, and Mlozi captured, tried, and executed,
December 4th. Arab loss in and around Mlozi’s stockage, 210 men. Casualties: Lieutenant Guy
de Herries Smith, 45th Sikhs, severely wounded; Sepoy Jaimed Singh, killed; three Atonga
soldiers killed; six Sikhs and four Atongas severely wounded. Five hundred and sixty-nine slaves
released; many prisoners taken. General specially commends services of Major C.A. Edwards.
Lieutenant G. de H. Smith, who is badly wounded, but recovering, was first man to enter Mlozi’s
stockade.”
Karonga is our mission station, the port for the Stevenson Road to Tanganyika, where Dr.
Kerr-Cross still does medical and surgical missionary work, which he reports by last mail. Here
Mr. Fred M. Moir was wounded and his brother did good service, and here the late lamented Mr.
Monteith Fotheringham held the position for Christianity till Captain Lugard arrived. On the
return this year of Dr. Kerr-Cross, who has resigned, this important town will be held by his
medical successor. – Free Church Monthly.

April
Pg 80 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, March 10th, 1896 – Rev. J.P. Gledstone in the Chair. Number of
Directors present, 59.
The following appointments were made: - Mr. C.J. Cribb and Mr. A.J. Hutchinson, to
Amoy; Mr. O.H. Stursberg, to Berhampur, to succeed the late Rev. W.B. Phillips; Mr. D.L.
Thomas and Mr. Harry Johnson, to the Tanganyika Mission, Central Africa; Mr. A.B. Wookey,
B.A. and Mr. J.H. Morley, to Samoa.

Pg 92 – “From Month to Month”
Central Africa
Urambo Mission
Since the departure of the Ref. T.F. Shaw, Mr. Draper has found his hands full of work.
He has conducted the daily service regularly, also the boys’ school, and has attended to the sick,
and has visited the people, in addition to manual labor. “Some of the people,” he says, “are very
considerate, and come to see me very often during the day, saying: ‘Now that you are alone, we
must come to see you oftener.’ The local chiefs also have come, and have sent, besides, many
kindly messages. Last Sunday (December 8th) there were more people at the service than I have
seen for a long time, and amongst the number were four chiefs and a number of head-men. It was
a very inspiring service to me, and I believe all present were interested. As for the singing, it was
most hearty. I spoke to them of heaven as being a happy meeting place for all those who truly
love the Lord Jesus Christ as their Savior whilst here below, and, as I spoke, how I did pray that
some might make the start to live for Jesus. I very often feel sad when I think that not one, so far
as we know, shows any desire to live a better life; but I do believe some good work has been
done. I believe some are the better for having been here. Of one thing I am certain: the people
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take more interest in coming and in what we say than ever before. Oh, that here God’s blessing
may dwell! As for myself, I have felt great joy and peace in knowing that Jesus was near me at
all times to help and bless me. And He has blessed me abundantly. Then, too, when I think that I
have been here over seven years, and no harm has come nigh me, my heart is full to overflowing
to God for all His love and goodness.”

Pg 96 – “Announcements”
Arrival in England
Mr. W.H. Nutt, from Lake Tanganyika, Central Africa, overland via Naples, March 15th.

May
Pg 98 – “Secretarial Notes”

The news from the Central African Mission is also of a disquieting kind, though from
another cause. Mr. Carson has resigned his position in the Mission, on various personal grounds,
and Mr. Thomas is coming home invalided. Only two missionaries are now left in the
Tanganyika Mission to look after three stations, and if any further breakdown should occur
before Dr. Mather and his two companions, who are to leave England on the 12th inst., reach
their destination, the Mission will be practically deserted. This is a position which may well
cause the most serious anxiety. No mission should be left in such a condition; and, above all, a
mission so far removed from succor should not be thus left. This is one of the fatal fruits of the
enforced halt in the Forward Movement. R. Wardlaw Thompson.

Pg 99 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, March 24th, 1896 – Rev. J.P. Gledstone in the chair. Number of Directors
present, 63.
The Directors welcomed Mr. W.H. Nutt, of Lake Tanganyika Mission, who had returned
home through ill-health, and Miss Ethel Turner, who has been helping in the Almora Mission for
the past six years.
Board Meeting, April 14th, 1896 – Rev. J.P. Gledstone in the chair. Number of Directors
present, 47.
Mr. P.W. Jones was appointed to the Tanganyika Mission, it being found necessary to
cancel the appointment of Mr. D.L. Thomas on the ground of his health. Mr. E. Herbert Lewis,
son of the Rev. E. Lewis, of Bellary, was appointed to work at Belgaum, South India; Miss
Frances Hare, to Fianarantsoa, Madagascar, to succeed Miss Frédoux, on her marriage to Dr.
Peake; and Miss B.M. Harband, of Melbourne, to Shanghai, to succeed Miss Rea. The Directors
decided to transfer the Rev. J.G. Hawker from Belgaum to Bellary, to take charge of the
proposed Kanarese Vernacular Training Institution.

Pg 111 – “New Church at Niamkolo”

Dear Mr. Cousins, – At Niamkolo “a notable great frame” has been erected in the form of
a stone church, and I should like to tell you something about it. It is as yet but a “frame,” as you
will see from the photographs which I enclose, if you can make any use of them.
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The sense of wonder is not so easily roused in the African as some people at home
imagine. If he has been any time in contact with the white man, he looks upon most of his
actions as a matter of course; so that when he can really do something which makes the native
open his eyes and mouth, exclaiming “Yanga we!” (“Oh, mother!”) it is a triumph. It is no
uncommon thing to see strangers standing in front of this building, bowing their heads, and
accompanying the motion with a “He! He! He!” of astonishment, and perhaps enter into a hot
discussion as to whether there are any poles hidden away in the walls to hold the stones together.
He is only accustomed to wattle-and-daub shanties, and a large stone structure with a tower
piercing the heavens beats him. One of the men said that Mr. Purves, who had to do with the
building of it, possessed the wisdom of the gods who piles up the mountains.
A wattle-and-daub house at best will only stand five years, so that on a station the work
of building is never finished, unless one deals with more permanent material. So that it was a
great find to come across a quarry on the lake shore near the station, whence huge slabs of
freestone have been dug with edges so straight as to make one think they had just left the
mason’s chisel. These were brought round to the station in canoes, and the main outdoor work
during the last dry season was the rearing of this structure. It roused a great deal of interest
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among the people, and even the children were busy building stone churches on the lake shore.
One day, as I was watching them at it, I saw the little naked brats setting to and eating the mortar
which they had made by dipping a dirty loin cloth in the lake and wringing it out over some
stones they had ground to powder. I suppose it served for nsima (native porridge). It made me
think that, whatever the African has not got, he is the happy owner of a digestion that many a
dyspeptic at home would covet.

Tier upon tier the building went up, while scaffold rose above scaffold, until the heavy
beams were laid across the walls, and the couples spanned the abyss. These the natives swarmed
and laid on the pliant twigs, to which the grass was fastened by means of fresh bark from young
trees. This was the offering of the villagers. They brought in all the trees and twigs, and roofed
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the building without any pay. Finally the more daring spirits working at the tower completed
their dizzy task and capped it with a glass [sic] roof.
A round cap on a square tower does not look artistic, hence the necessity of some friend
to open his heart and send out a number of sheets of corrugated iron to replace it. H.C. Marshall,
Esq., the representative of the British South Africa Company nearest us, has kindly promised a
bell for the tower, so that when it arrives no villager can say that he did not hear the call to
service. One cannot boast that this temple was reared without noise, for a good deal of shouting
had to be done to keep them up to the level, and at first a good deal of pulling down, but it is
something to be thankful for that it was completed without a single accident. It has proved a fine
object-lesson for the training of hand and eye, and will act as a beacon to voyagers on the lake,
and, above all, a guide to the hearts of children yet unborn to Him in whose name the house has
been built.
The spiritual temple is slower in the building than this stone one. During the year seven
have been admitted into full membership at Niamkolo. May be, one is over-particular in rejecting
the stones until they are trimmed in the accustomed way; while, on the other hand, one shuns the
accusation of first making them church members, and then making them Christians.
At our new station called Kambole, on the Ulunga plateau, a large church, built of wattle
and daub, was finished by Mr. Nutt, before he had to leave for home after the second attack of
haematuric fever. He will be greatly missed, for he was a most enthusiastic African, and full of
energy. Mr. Jones is now left there alone, a day and a half’s journey from a white man. However,
just lately he has been kept far from being dull. Ponde, the Awemba chief I visited last year,
made an attack upon the village of Kitimbwa – the paramount Chief of Ulunga – which is only
some four miles distant from the new station. There has been a good deal of raiding carried on
between these two parties of late, but the final provocation that led to the attack was the fact that
one of Kitimbwa’s sub-chiefs had, a few days before, taken two women belonging to Ponde’s
village, and the very day he was presenting these to his head chief, Ponde, together with another
small Awemba chief, called Zisampa, appeared near Kitimbwa’s, and found the village –
although a large one – an easy prey. Instead of making the attack at deep dawn as is their custom,
they besieged it about 10 am, when most of the people were away at their gardens, and the chief
was left with a few people in the village. Kitimbwa was killed, and a number of those with him,
although it is said the chief lost his life dearly, having shot the son of Kitimkuru, the great
Awemba chief, who was among the besiegers. The people in their gardens, instead of running to
aid their chief when the weird alarm was sounded on the drum, fled and left him to his fate. Mr.
and Mrs. Purves, who were up spending a short holiday with Mr. Jones, heard the war beat, and
wounded women with their children soon after fled to them for refuge, and the next two nights
they had a very anxious time, for on the first night the Awemba camped at the village of
Kitimbwa, close by, and during the night a man, supposed to be a spy, attempted to climb the
stockade; having refused to say who he was, or to speak at all, he got a cold reception from one
of the men on guard, and disappeared. I sent forty men up from the lake as soon as possible, and
they remained there until they knew the Awemba were well on their way home with their spoil
of cloth and powder, a large number of women, several heads, and the body of Kitimbwa. This
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was cut up and burned on the ruins of an old Ulunga village which they sacked years ago, on the
boundary of their country. The body of a chief taken in war is burned outside their own territory,
lest his spirit should return in some other form and wreak vengeance. Mr. Jones, in a letter to me,
said: “Yes, Kitimbwa has gone to his account, the only chief who has actually and openly
opposed missionary work in the district. Is not that a significant fact? Better for him if he had
done otherwise. Most of his villagers are now in this boma, and all say they want to settle here.
Whether they will or not depends upon the measure of safety that will be guaranteed to them.”
Here, to my mind, is strong evidence that the Awemba do not wish to molest the white
man. No doubt they have a wholesome fear of the gun; but here was Mr. Jones, with a mere
handful of people round him, and a strong temptation offered in the way of cattle, although
flushed with their unexpected success, they left him alone. The sight of the village after the
attack, with mutilated bodies lying within and without the stockade, haunted one day and night
for a long time. Surely the cup of this dominant tribe must be about full, and this extensive
upland, and well-watered country, which remains a hunting-ground of the Arab slaver, must
come under a better rule. It seems that at last the British Administration has given his quietus to
Mlozi, a powerful Arab slaver at the north end of Lake Nyassa, the head and front of the
offending in the Karonga war eight years ago, described by Captain Lugard in the first volume of
his “Rise of our East African Empire.” There is a rumor that the British South Africa Company,
under whose aegis this region has recently come, intent do settle the Awemba problem next year.
Then there will be a fine opportunity for a mission to enter, for the country is healthy, and the
people are a physically fine race, brave and industrious. Who is to enter in and possess the land?
Already the French Fathers have established a station on the edge of it. However much we might
wish, we are in no position to move a step in the matter, as things are at present reduced to one
man on each station except this one. Since I came out six persons have left for home, and no new
man come to take their places. Fever, after two years’ conflict, has driven me from the lake up to
the hills, where I hope to share the work in the coming year with Mr. Carson at Fwambo. A fine,
comfortable brick house which he had built, or at least the natives, who, he said, needed but little
superintendence, was ready to receive me, with a flourishing fig-tree in the square in front. To
my right a road recently constructed stretches away for some distance in the direction of the lake,
but one cannot hope to see Mr. and Mrs. Purves coming along, as they cannot leave the station
for any length of time. Another long stretch runs in the direction of home, and it is in vain that
one strains his sight along this for coming of the much-needed reinforcement. If it was not for the
native teachers we should be at a loss what to do. The charge of the outlying schools both here
and at the lake depends almost solely upon them. One can but do his best, sitting at times under
his fig-tree, though the vine may be absent, and labor and wait for the fulfillment of that fine
prophecy: “But in the latter days it shall come to pass that the mountain of the Lord’s house shall
be established top of the mountains, and it shall be exalted above the hills; and peoples shall flow
into it. And many nations shall go and say: Come ye and let us go up to the mountain of the
Lord, and to the house of the God of Jacob, and He will teach us of His ways, and we will walk
in His paths… And He shall judge between many peoples, and shall reprove strong rulers afar
off; and they shall beat their swords into ploughshares and their spears into pruning hooks:
nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any more.” -Yours truly,
W. Thomas.
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Pg 117 – “The Field is the World”

Our quondam L.M.S. missionary, Mr. Swann, who is spoken of in the Record of the
Universities’ Mission as the “well-known Central African pioneer,” has been actively engaged in
suppressing the slave trade in his district near Lake Nyassa. As a result of his labors a large
number of slaves have been released from captivity and established in villages of their own. The
leaders were severely dealt with. The judge of the British Court in Zanzibar has just passed a
heavy sentence upon an influential Arab for inflicting terrible cruelties upon his slaves. This
slave-owner has been sentenced to seven years’ imprisonment, a large fine, and subsequent
banishment.

June
Pg 122 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, May 5th, 1896 – Rev. J.P. Gledstone in the chair. Number of Directors
present, 53.
The Directors welcome the Rev. J. and Mrs. Macgowans, from Amoy; Rev. C.D. and
Mrs. Helm, from Matabeleland; Rev. W. Thomas, from Lake Tanganyika; Mrs. Baylis Thomson,
from Neyoor; Miss Helen Davies, from Hong Kong; and took farewell of Revs. W.E. Cousins,
M.A., and J.A. Houlder, returning to Madagascar; Dr. C.B. Mather, returning to Central Africa;
and Revs. H. Johnson and P.W. Jones, proceeding to Central Africa.

Pg 126 – “Our Anniversary”
Children’s Demonstration
Favored by the sunniest Sunday for many weeks past, the Children’s Demonstration at
Exeter Hall, on the afternoon of May 9th, was a record gathering in point of attendance. The large
hall began to fill soon after three, and the young people waited patiently for the arrival of
“notabilities,” just before four o’clock. A warm welcome was accorded the gaily-dressed
missionaries, representative of nearly all parts of the Society’s field of operations; and the
missionaries’ children, similarly arrayed, were voted prettier than ever. Very conspicuous and
popular also were our friends, Mr. and Mrs. Hemans, from Lake Tanganyika. The huge map used
at the September Convention was suspended from the roof, near the organ.
…
A hymn was sung in four languages, the most boisterous acknowledgment being reserved
for Mr. and Mrs. Hemans, natives of Jamaica, who have been working in Central Africa for
several years. In fact, an encore was demanded in their case.
After a well-executed cornet solo by Mr. Harlow, Mr. W.H. Nutt, from Kambole,
described a school demonstration in Central Africa on Christmas Day, 1895, and also a sense of
a very different character, to illustrated the generous hospitality of a tribe under distressing
circumstances.
Before the gathering dispersed hearty cheers were called for by the Home Secretary, as
expressive of thanks to the chairman, to Mr. H.G. Holmes for presiding at the organ, to Mr.
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Harlow for his cornet solos, to Mr. Gebhart for leading the singing, and as expressive of
sympathy with Mr. Luther Hinton, who had been prevented by sickness from undertaking the
last-mentioned office.
…
Ladies’ Meeting
Mrs. T.F. Shaw’s reference, in briefly describing her first impressions of Central African
life, to the fact that for seven and a half years she did not see the face of a white woman,
produced a suppressed exclamation of sympathy with such an isolated life as has been involved
in residence at Urambo. Later on she also spoke of the destruction of their mission house by fire,
and the loss of nearly all their property. As a set-off against this, she was able to speak hopefully
of the progress of school work, and of many of the girls being influenced for good. Ever since
the German military officers have been in the country, too, they have been most kind and
helpful. The weekday and Sunday services were well attended, and travelers had been greatly
delighted with the singing. The hymns, of which the natives now knew twenty-one by heart, had
had to be taught line upon line and note upon note. Large crowds of people came from all parts
of the country to see the white baby, whom they named “Iris,” but whom the people called the
“Luck of Urambo,” and some forty-five chiefs of different districts came to say good-bye and to
beg them to go back. Mrs. Shaw bore unqualified testimony to the good qualities of their
colleague, Mr. Draper, and to their affection for him.
…
Welsh Meeting
At the meeting at King’s Cross Tabernacle on Thursday evening, the chair was taken by
the Rev. J. Davies, of Taihirion, in the unavoidable absence of Sir John Williams, Bart., M.D.
The Rev. J. Machreth Rees read a portion of Scripture and offered prayer. The Editorial
Secretary spoke with gratification of the thorough loyalty of the Welsh Congregational Churches
to the Society, and their evident determination to do more than they had ever done before in its
support. This was clearly evidenced by the growth of the year’s contributions by £846, from
£7,503 in 1894-5 to £8,349 in 1895-6. Leaving out of account the special gifts to the Centenary
Fund, there had still been the substantial increase of the general contributions by £696. Mr.
Cousins also dealt with the question of providing a special New Year’s Offering book for Wales,
and made various suggestions towards meeting Welsh sentiment on the point.
Addresses were also delivered by the Rev. W. Thomas, recently returned from Lake
Tanganyika, who gave detailed and graphic descriptions of the progress already attained, and
earnestly urged the need for a large reinforcement of the Mission; by the Rev. Evan Bryant, who
gave an account of missionary operations in China; and by others.

Pg 141 – “From Month to Month”
Central Africa
Stirring Events
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Writing from Kambole on the last day of 1895, the Rev. D.P. Jones says: - “We have
witnessed some stirring events here – events that will probably have an important bearing on the
development of this station. During the last four or five months we have been considerably
harassed by a section of the Awemba, whose villages are within thre marching days of both this
station and of Niamkolo; the principal chief being called Ponde – the man, in fact, whom Mr.
Thomas visited some time last year. The immediate cause of these cowardly attacks upon
defenseless and unsuspecting people was a quarrel between Kitimbwa (the chief of Ulungu and
our near neighbor) and Ponde.” Early in December Mr. and Mrs. Purves, of Niamkolo, paid a
visit to Mr. Jones, and, on the 5th, returning from Kambola Falls [Kalambo Falls?], “we found”
(Mr. Jones proceeds to say) “all the natives, workmen and others, standing in a group outside the
village gate, listening to a woman, who was evidently relating to them something of extreme
importance, for they were all apparently in a state of great excitement. The woman said: ‘The
village of Kitimbwa is fallen, and the chief has been killed by the Awemba.’ During the
afternoon and evening men, women, and children kept dropping in here one after another in
continuous succession, some wounded, others having had narrow escapes, all wet and shivering
with cold, and almost paralyzed with fear. Seeing that the Awemba had had such an easy victory,
we were not without strong suspicion that their next move would be towards this station.” (Mr.
Jones further describes the horrible mutilation of their victims by the Awemba who, happily, did
not attack our station.) “Whether all the refugees will settle here is a question one could not at
present answer with any degree of certainty. The bulk of them probably will. It is a significant
fact that Kitimbwa was the only chief who openly opposed the preaching of the Gospel to his
people in this part of Central Africa. We little thought the opposition would be removed in the
manner I have related.”

Pg 144 – “Announcements”
Arrivals in England
The Rev. W. Thomas, from Lake Tanganyika, Central Africa, per steamer Athenian, on
April 27th.
Departures
Dr. C.B. Mather, returning to Central Africa, and the Rev. Harry Johnson and Rev. Percy
W. Jones, appointed to the Lake Tanganyika Mission, embarked per steamer Inanda, for Chinde,
May 15th.
Mr. J.H.E. Hemans and Mrs. Hemans, proceeding to Jamaica, embarked at Southampton,
per steamer Atrato, on May 20th.
Ordinations
On Thursday evening, the 23rd April, at Market Harborough, Mr. Harry Johnson, on the
completion of his studies at Cheshunt College, was ordained as a missionary to Lake
Tanganyika, Central Africa. The service was opened by the Rev. W.E. Morris. The Rev. R.
Wardlaw Thompson, the Society’s Foreign Secretary, described the field of labor. The usual
questions were asked by the Rev. W.E. Morris, which were satisfactorily replied to by the
candidate. The Rev. G. Nicholson offered the ordination prayer, and the charge was delivered by
the Rev. Principal Whitehouse, of Cheshunt College.
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On Wednesday, the 29th April, at Park Hill Church, Nottingham, Mr. Percy W. Jones, on
the completion of his studies at Nottingham Institute, was ordained as a missionary to Lake
Tanganyika, Central Africa. The Rev. R. Wardlaw Thompson, the Society’s Foreign Secretary,
described the field of labor. The Rev. W. Crosby, LL.B., offered the ordination prayer, and the
Rev. J.D. Jones, M.A., B.D., of Lincoln, delivered the charge.

July
Pg 155 – “Woman’s Work”
Far from Civilization
Perhaps most of you know that Urambo, where we have been working for the past seven
and a half years, is in German East Africa, 600 miles inland from Zanzibar.
We left England in June, 1888, and joined Mr. Draper, who had gone out the month
before with Mr. Swann, in Zanzibar. Having crossed over to the mainland in an Arab dhow we
were soon on our way inland. I was carried in a basket chair slung on a pole by two men at a
time. Our marches at first were very short ones to let the porters get used to their loads, so that
we were about a month in reaching Mpwapwa, the C.M.S. station 200 miles inland.
We had a very pleasant day with Mr. and Mrs. Cole, but you may imagine how I felt
when I said good-bye to her, knowing it must be many a weary day before I saw a white
woman’s face again – in fact, until last September, when I met her at the door of her house, I had
not seen a white woman.
The journey from Mpwapwa was very trying to me, and I arrived at Urambo in
November quite out of health. We found poor Mr. Brookes, who had been alone for about
eighteen months, eagerly waiting for us; and in a few days he left for the Coast. How little we
though of the sad fate in store for him.
As soon as I was able to do so I began a school for girls. I had brought a girl from the
Universities’ Mission in Zanzibar with me, and she helped me a good deal. The services were
held at that time in the Coast language.
We had about seven girls to begin with, but at first they were very shy of coming – it was
such a new idea that girls should learn anything.
The women do all the digging, planting, harvesting, grinding, cooking, etc., so that they
consider their time very valuable, and think they confer a favor on us by coming to school. Then
many of them accompany their fathers or husbands to the Coast, which means an absence of six
months, and they come back with very little recollection of what they have learned.
I cannot describe to you the utterly degraded and ignorant state of these poor
Wanyamwezi girls. From the age of infancy, almost, there is no control exercised over them in
any way, and they literally run wild until they get married, when they become one of three or
four wives, and the husband is very strict with them.
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When they become mothers they are, as a rule, devoted to their children, but many do not
care to have any, being too lazy to look after them.
We began a sewing-class, and each girl made herself a white dress; but they do not care
for sewing, and prefer the native dress, which consists of a large square of cloth brought round
under the arms, crossed over in front, and tucked in. This reaches to the feet, and leaves the arms
quite free.
The destruction of our house by fire, in 1890, was a great hindrance to the work. We lost
all our books, harmonium, etc., and had to live in the schoolroom. I taught the girls in our tent,
but it was very hot and much too small for our increasing number. The year after the fire was a
trying one for us. We had nothing to read, and were for a long time without any mails. In 1891
our little girls was born, and she was the greatest joy and comfort to me. I never knew what it
was to feel dull or lonely after she came. The women came from all parts of the country to see
her, and I soon had any amount of girls wanting to be nurses.
About this time we began the services in the native language. My husband had been
reducing it to writing and translating the Gospels, and the people were greatly delighted to hear
their own tongue. The first hymn we taught them was “Pass me not, O Gentle Savior,” and we
were surprised how quickly they picked it up. When we left in September, last year, they knew
twenty-one hymns, besides the Commandments and verses of Scripture, and prayers.
I used to have about half an hour’s singing after school every day; and Mr. Draper, who
had charge of the boys, taught them the hymns; and on Friday afternoons we had a united
practice, which was always well attended.
We had nine girls who had been given us at different times by the chief. These lived in
the house, or, if married, in a native hut inside the stockade, and we had them quite under our
control. We also had about twenty boys who lived with us or Mr. Draper.
The wives of the chief often came to see me, the principal wife especially, and her little
girl used to come and stay with us. I hope when we go back to have her with me entirely. Our
little Iris was a great favorite with the people. She spoke the language like a native, and used to
grind and cook in the most approved native style, making porridge, etc., for her visitors.
We used very often to go out when it got cool in the afternoons, with all the girls and
baby, and call at different villages, inviting the people to the services and talking to them. They
called Iris the Luck of Urambo; and when she was ill they would come and say: “Don’t look sad,
mistress; she will not die. We know it.” Before we left we had crowds of women and children
each brining some small present for her and me – perhaps a bead necklace, or two wire bracelets,
or a basket-work cup, and they said: “Won’t you bring Kibibi (little mistress) back?”
“No; she must stay in England and learn many things.”
“But how will you leave her, poor mistress? But you will come? One harvest, one
planting, and another harvest and you will be here.”
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Our Sunday services were well attended, as many as 400 often being present. The daily
service was also very good. Then we had magic-lantern entertainments, which were crowded, the
favorite slides being those on the life of Christ.
We have had a most delightful companion in Mr. Draper; he is one of the best men I ever
met. He is quite alone in Urambo now, but writes most cheerfully. The services are crowded;
both chiefs come, and the girls attend regularly.
Before we left, about forty-five chiefs of neighboring districts came to say good-bye and
beg us to return.
So far the results have been disappointing, for we have no converts. Still we do not
despair. We feel sure the time is not far distant when these poor, darkened souls shall come to the
knowledge of Jesus as their Savior.
Ada M. Shaw

August
Pg 172 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, June 23rd – Rev. T. Grear in the chair. Number of Directors present, 68.

The Foreign Secretary informed the Board of the death of Mr. W. Pool, of Croydon, an
Honorary Director of the Society, formerly architect and builder in connection with the
Madagascar Mission, and subsequently – until the breakdown of his health – a most faithful
member of the Southern Committee and the Board. Mr. Thompson also communicated the sad
news of the death, at Fwambo, of Mr. A. Carson, B.Sc., of the Central African Mission.

Pg 181 – “A Succession of Losses”

The end of June was a time of heavy trial for our Society. Two missionaries – one in the
forty-sixth year of his life and the tenth of his service at the front, the other a newly-appointed
recruit, a little over thirty, and only in December last sent out to the field – and two honored
members of the Board of Directors were one after another unexpectedly called from our midst. A
painful impression, accompanied with a keen sense of personal loss, was not unnaturally the
result of such an exceptional succession of bereavements.
On Monday, June 22nd, a letter from the Rev. D.P. Jones, the senior of the Mission, dated
Fwambo, March 6th, announced the death, from hæmaturia, of Mr. Alexander Carson, B.Sc., on
February 28th. Mr Carson was born at Stirling in 1850. In 1886 he was accepted as a missionary
engineer, and sent to reinforce the Tanganyika staff. After five years’ service upon the Lake, Mr.
Carson came home on furlough, and on returning to his station, in 1892, undertook more general
mission work. A few months before his death he had decided to retire from the Mission, but
before his resignation could be accepted he had passed away. The following details are given in
the letter from Mr. Jones referred to above: “Another and a sadly unexpected calamity has befallen our Mission in the death of one of
our oldest missionaries, Mr. Alexander Carson. He had been ailing for some time, and
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indications of gradually diminishing strength were apparent, but owing to his long experience of
the climate, and his naturally strong constitution, we fully expected he would be able to battle
through the unhealthy season, and get a fresh start when the cold season set in about the middle
of May; but unfortunately he was attacked on the 24th February (or thereabout) by the dangerous
and frequently fatal form of fever known as blackwater, or hæmaturia. Not having any European
with him on the station at the time, he struggled with it alone for two days, and then sent a short
note to Mbula (a station of the B.S.A. Company, about eight miles away), informing the
Europeans there of his condition. Then Mr. Dunne immediately left for Fwambo, and what
occurred after his arrival I give in his own words: ‘I went to Fwambo on the morning of the 27th
and found Mr. Carson very ill. I stopped with him all the time to his death, sleeping near him, or
rather keeping a watch on him with two of his faithful servants. He became very weak towards
morning (28th), but not delirious. I fed him with a spoon up to 3 p.m. He then fell off to sleep for
an hour, or perhaps a little more. His temperature was then 102°. In an hour’s time it went up to
103°, then a little food and champagne brought it own to 99°. There it stopped. Mr. Cobb (of the
Garenganze Mission) arrived in the afternoon, and helped me in every way he could. About 4
p.m. he took a turn for the worse, and as I gave him some Liebig he died in my arms. Mr. Purves
and Mr. Marshall arrived the following day, when the former conducted the burial service in the
Kimambwe language. I cannot too highly praise the Mission boys for all their help, in making
the coffin as well as helping to dig the grave. I selected the spot for the grave myself. Mr.
Carson, about three months ago, said to me, in a casual way, as we were sitting under a big tree
inside the boma: “I, if I died, would select this place for a grave.” That is the reason I picked out
the tree to bury him under.’
“Hearing of the sad occurrence on the 29th (for men had traveled with the letter day and
night), I left Kambole on the following morning, and got as far as Niamkolo that night.
Accompanied by Mrs. Purves from Niamkolo, we reached Mbala the first day, and got here on
the second. A peculiar feeling of sadness came over me on arrival here, such as I have not
experienced before in similar circumstances. The absence of the genial face, and the quiet but
hearty welcome which always had been extended to us one and all at Fwambo, was extremely
painful. Mr. Carson was not of a demonstrative nature, but his heart was brimful of kindness, and
I have known no one in Central Africa whose death has been more deeply and more universally
lamented than our beloved colleague. He was a hard and honest worker, and has rendered good
service to the C.A. Mission, not only in the particular branch for which he was specially
qualified, but also in building and school work. He took special interest in the latter, and some of
the boys trained by him here would have been creditable products of an ordinary Board school at
home. While we are grieving for him, and lamenting his unexpected death, I cannot but think of
his aged mother and invalid brother in Scotland, and my heart goes out to them in sorrowful
sympathy. May the God who has been their constant companion in years past, and whose love
they have experienced, strengthen and console them in this hour of trial, and enable them to say
with believing confidence in His wisdom: ‘They will be done.’”
The estimate of Mr. Carson’s character formed by Mr. Jones was general, as the
following testimony from the Rev. W. Thomas, recently returned from the Lake, serves to show.
Mr. Thomas says: “Mr. Carson was a good, honest soul… He absolutely spent himself for the
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Mission, and there are but few, if any, who have left a deeper impression upon the region at the
south end of Tanganyika. How many a stranger and sick person he has taken in to share his
hospitality!”
…
As we think of these faithful workers, all of them, doubtless, welcomed home with the
Master’s “Well done,” let us thank God for their faith and courage, for their zeal and
consecration. Whilst conscious of our own loss, let us rejoice in their unspeakable gain; and let
our sympathies go out to the sorrowing families, and our prayers rise to God on their behalf.

Pg 184 – “From Month to Month”
Central Africa
The Urambo Mission
Mr. Draper, writing from Urambo, early in March, was able to tell us that he was keeping
well, and that he had been greatly helped and blessed in his spiritual life. He had also been
cheered by reading the Report of the Centenary Convention. All the services had been well
attended. “Every Sunday one of the chiefs, many of his head men, wives, women, and others
attend, and they sing most heartily, listen very attentively, and seem to be very interested in what
is said. Katunga Mote, the chief of Urambo, has been here three Sundays in succession, coming
from his village, which is about five miles away, although it is the wet season, and there is a lot
of water on the way. Last Sunday the room was full, and a few could not find room inside. I
quite enjoy my Sundays. After the morning service the chief had dinner with me, and another
chief had tea with me. In the afternoons I visit one or two villages, and am always well received
by the people, who come or send to me to inquire after my welfare, so I can truly say we are the
best of friends, and I feel quite at home among them. I have a number of Scripture pictures, and
these they are never tired of seeing.” A young German officer in search of health was visiting
Mr. Draper at the time he wrote, and expressed great interest in the work and satisfaction with
the progress made by the boys. “As for the evening service,” he said, “it was like a European
service; the people were so good, clear, and eager looking.”

Pg 192 – “Announcements”
Deaths
years.

Carson – On February 28th, at Fwambo, Central Africa, Alexander Carson, B.Sc., aged 46

September
Pg 195 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, July 28th, 1896 – Mr. W.E. Whittingham in the chair. Number of
Directors present, 53.
The Directors accepted with regret the resignation of Revs. Dr. S.H. Davies, of Samoa;
G.A. Shaw, of Madagascar; and W. Thomas, of Central Africa, on account of ill-health.
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October
Pg 237 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

Dr. Mather and the Revs. Harry Johnson and Percy Jones reached Chinde on June 30th,
and hoped to get to Lake Tanganyika by the end of July. Since. Dr. Mather left Central Africa
great changes have been made in facilitating quick transport to the Lake.

December
Pg 270 – “The Central African Missions”

Readers of the Chronicle will have followed with anxious interest the various paragraphs
respecting these missions which, during the past two years, have appeared at intervals in our
pages. The Lake Mission has suffered greatly through the enforced retirement, in consequence of
serious illness, first of Mr. W.H. Nutt, and then of the Rev. W. Thomas, and subsequently from
the death of the honored and loved Mr. Carson. All three of these brethren were victims of
African fever in one or another of its insidious forms. By their removal the staff was sadly
reduced. The Rev. D.P. Jones and Mr. and Mrs. Purves alone remain to carry on the work at
three different centers – Fwambo, Niamkolo, and Kambole. Temporary arrangements,
curtailment of operations, and the employment of natives for posts really requiring the European
missionary become necessary. Indeed, until reinforcements could arrive, all that was possible for
the reduced band to do was just to hold on and keep things together.
In May last, Dr. Mather, who had been at home on furlough, accompanied by the Revs.
Harry Johnson and Percy W. Jones, left for Central Africa, and are now, we may fully trust, at
the Lake. Writing of them and of the general position of affairs. The Rev. D.P. Jones says: “We were very pleased to see in the Chronicle that two new men have been appointed for
Tanganyika. If they left England – together with Dr. Mather – in May, as I expect they will have
done, they will probably arrive at Fwambo middle of August, or at latest beginning of
September. Mr. Purves and myself will be heartily glad to see them, not only that we may be
relieved of some of the responsibility at present borne by us, but also (and that is certainly a far
more weighty consideration) that full advantage may be taken of the present favorable conditions
under which we carry on our work in these parts. More and more people gather round us, more
and more interest is evinced by the young in all that pertains to education and moral training, and
the number of those who can read and write is now considerable.
“My printing work is carried on under unfavorable circumstances, for I have often to go
away and leave it, sometimes running down to Niamkolo to see that things are going in the right
direction under native teachers there; and at other times to Sumbu or elsewhere to attend on a
sick person; for unfortunately sickness has been exceedingly prevalent amongst Europeans this
year. But a little is being done still, and although I have yet finished a quarter of the book, I hope
to reach finis before the end of the year.
“School work goes on as usual, a lad from Fwambo being the schoolmaster.”
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Urambo is so remote from the south end of Lake Tanganyika that it has long been
regarded as a perfectly distinct mission. Since the return to England on furlough of the Rev. T.F.
Shaw and Mrs. Shaw, our artisan missionary, Mr. Draper, has been alone. But it is satisfactory
and encouraging to learn from him that he is well, that the services are well maintained, and that
the boys’ school keeps up. He writes:“Since writing last, I am thankful to say, God has been good to me in giving me health
and strength and great joy and peace to my heart; and, although there is so much to disappoint
and worry in this work and to cast one down, yet by His grace I have been upheld and
strengthened by the fact of knowing that it is God’s work, and all is ordered according to His
will. My daily prayer is that Jesus may be exalted among these people, both by my speaking and
teaching, as well as by my life. On Sunday afternoon, the 7th inst., I went to see a chief who lives
some four miles away, as he had sent to say he was very ill and would be glad if I would go to
him. Just outside his village gate was a stench so awful that I felt almost sure fever would follow
it, so I did not stay long, but hurried home, and, just before arriving, I felt the fever was on me. I
at once went to bed, but did properly get over it before Tuesday morning. Since then I have been
quite well, and able to do all my duties. I had a similar attack from a like cause when I visited
another chief last March, and last May I only had one attack, so altogether I have been very
fortunate.
“Last May, the German commander in Unyamwezi sent me a letter inviting me to Tabora
to see him, as in a few days he was leaving for the coast; secondly, that he might restore to me
the value of some cloth of mine that was stolen near Tabora last October; thirdly, the change
might do me good. As it was nearly two years ago since I had a change, I left on the 16th of last
month, and arrived in Tabora on the 19th, and stayed seven days. Whilst there, both he and all the
officers were very kind to me. They provided me a house, and each day I had my meals with
them. The journey of sixty-five miles there, and the change of surroundings, did me a lot of
good, and I arrived home feeling all the better for the trip. The European officers and caravan
arrived in Ujiji about the middle of May, and are preparing a site for the station. There is no
serious trouble whatever up-country – all is very quiet. This year, thousands of men have gone to
the coast as porters, and in many villages not a single man could be found. And this exodus has
made a great difference in the attendance at our services, as no less than fifty-four men, who
came very regularly, and thirteen boys belonging to the school, have gone, and more are
preparing to leave shortly. This is a most serious matter, as, to do real good, and make a lasting
impression on the hearts of these people, it does seem that it must be done line upon line, little by
little, and that constantly. However, the average daily attendance lately at the boys’ school has
been 51; the daily service about 120, and on Sundays about 250.”

1897
January
Pg 4 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, November 24th, 1896 – Mr. S. Massey in the chair. Number of Directors
present, 69.
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The Directors decided to continue the Urambo Mission until the close of 1899, in the
hope that it may be possible for the Moravian Missionary Society to undertake the work from
that date.
In accepting the resignation of Mr. W.H. Nutt, who has served the Society as an artisan
missionary in Central Africa, the Directors expressed their continued confidence in him, and
their good wishes for him in his endeavor to obtain full medical qualifications to fit him more
thoroughly for missionary service in the future.

Pg 21 – “From Month to Month”
Central Africa
Interested Chiefs
Mr. W. Draper, of Urambo, has been blessed with exceedingly good health during his
solitary charge of that station. He reports that the boys in the school are making good progress in
their studies, and show more skill in manual labor than ever before. As a large number of natives
have returned from the coast and elsewhere, the services have been better attended. Many take a
great interest in the services, some being very regular and punctual, which gives cause for
thankfulness. Mr. Draper believes that God’s Spirit is working in the hearts of some, and that
before long they will own Jesus Christ as their Savior. Five chiefs from a distance had recently
visited him, and had been greatly interested in all they saw and heard. One chief expressed
surprise that so many women and girls attended the service, saying he never thought females
could learn anything; “but truly every one of them knew and sung the hymns beautifully.” This
chief had never been to Urambo before, as he lives sixty or seventy miles away, and Mr. Draper
says he has not met one who asked so many questions or showed so much pleasure. The chief
said he should like to have a missionary living in his country, and promised to be a brother to
him. “There are many chiefs who have told us the same thing.”

Pg 23 – “The Field is the World”

The Universities’ Mission to Central Africa had, at the end of the year, Christian
adherents numbering 6,297 adults and 1,688 children.

February
Pg 48 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

Our personal notes this month are mainly composed of announcements of the return of
invalided missionaries. The name of the Rev. D.P. Jones, of Central Africa, has to be added to
the list. Mr. Jones reached England on January 10th.

Pg 48 – “Announcements”
Arrivals
The Rev. D. Picton Jones, from Lake Tanganyika, Central Africa, per ss. Reichstag, via
Rotterdam, on January 10th.
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March
Pg 52 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, February 9th, 1897 – Mr. S. Massey presided. Number of Directors
present, 65.
The Board welcomed the Rev. D.P. Jones, of Central Africa, and Dr. Eliot Curwen, of
Peking, who have returned home on account of failure of health. Rev. G. Cousins, Acting
Foreign Secretary, in introducing the missionaries, was able to state that in both cases the voyage
home and short stay in this country had already had beneficial results. – Rev. D.P. Jones stated
that the past year had been a very unhealthy one in Central Africa; but as regards the work of
their Mission, they had every reason for encouragement and deep gratitutde. The congregations
numbered between 700 and 800 men every Sunday, and there were from 150 to 200 children in
the schools. Reinforcements were greatly needed. – Dr. Curwen (who was accompanied by Mrs.
Curwen) said his enthusiasm in the work of the Society was even keener than it was before he
went to China. The Chinese were agnostics, utterly without hope of reformation coming from
within themselves, and he longed to do something towards bringing to them what he believed to
be the only means of regeneration for them. They had found a knowledge of the Gospel among
all grades of society, and they believed that the dawning would not be very long delayed.
…
Mr. W.N. Bitton, of Hackney College, was appointed to succeed Mr. Shadforth at
Shanghai; and Mr. John May, B.A., was appointed to the Tanganyika Mission, Central Africa.

Pg 65 – “Mr. and Mrs. Hemans, of Fwambo”

It may be remembered that Mr. and Mrs. Hemans, who have done good service as school
master and mistress at Fwambo, left England for Jamaica last May, to spend part of their
furlough in their native land. While there they have been hard at work amongst the churches, not
having indeed one free Sunday during their visit, which terminated at Christmas. Mr. and Mrs.
Hemans have given numerous lectures on their work in Central Africa, illustrated by lantern
slides, the proceeds of which have resulted in the sum of £22 7s. 2d. for the funds of the Society.
Much interest and enthusiasm have been evoked by the visit of our friends, and they have been
the recipients of several addresses, both of welcome and farewell. One of these from the Old
Scholars of Whitefield School, Porus, with some forty signatures, stated, amidst many other
sympathetic and congratulatory words, that “while England is proud of her Moffat and her
Livingstone, Jamaica is proud of her Hemans.”

Pg 65 – “Notes on the Prayer Meeting”

February 4th – President, Rev. H. Coley – At this meeting there was quite a little
company of missionaries present, China, Madagascar, and Central Africa being represented by
Mr. Macgowan, Dr. and Mrs. Mackay, and Mr. and Mrs. Hemans. Mr. Cousins read a letter from
the Rev. C. Jukes, which vividly showed the dreadful state of affairs in Madagascar.
This news again brought Madagascar missions very near the hearts of all present, and
many and earnest were the prayers sent up for them in their sore plight. Prayer, too, was specially
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asked for the home side of our Society’s work, particularly for the deputation work, which was
again beginning, and for the gatherings of Sunday-school teachers that were being held in the
Mission House.

Pg 72 – “Announcements”
Arrivals
Mr. J.H.E. Hemans and Mrs. Hemans, from Jamaica, per steamer Atrato, on February 3rd.

April
Pg 73 – “Fifteen Years in Central Africa”

By the Rev. D. Picton Jones, of Kambole

Fifteen years ago we spoke of the Mission in Central Africa as a new Mission. And so it
was, for barely five years had passed since the Rev. Roger Price and his five companions had
landed on the East coast, and attempted the journey to Ujiji in wagons.
Yet in 1882 that band of six men had been almost completely scattered – two having died
on the Lake Shore, while others had returned to South Africa, and one had been invalided home.
Captain Hore still remained connected with the Mission, but had been sent to England in 1880, to
superintend the building of a steel lifeboat, as well as to urge upon the Directors the advisability
of putting a small steamer on the lake.
In May 1882, he returned, accompanied by his wife and child (little Jack, then only a few
months old) and eight new workers.
At this time there were only two men in the field – viz., Dr. Southon and Rev. W.
Griffiths. The former died before we had yet left Zanzibar, and on arriving at Uyui, we were not
a little astonished to learn that Mr. Griffiths was on his way home. He did not return then,
however, but went back from Urambo, and stayed a few months longer. He had then been alone
for a year or more, and had been a constant sufferer from malarial fever.
That was the position of the Central African Mission fifteen years ago.
It was not intended that it should be adequately reinforced, and a new station opened at
the south end of the lake.
But even before we had all arrived at our destination, we began to experience those sad
losses and disappointments which were so characteristic of the early years of the Tanganyika
Mission.
Trouble followed upon trouble. Death and sickness thinned our number considerably, and
again and again the question of the advisability of continuing the Mission was seriously and
prayerfully considered. Fortunately the resolve to persevere against all difficulties prevailed, and
the time came eventually when we could honestly thank God that the Tanganyika Mission had
not been forsaken.
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During the intervals of health which we enjoyed we worked hard – sometimes doing
manual work, and at other times studying the language, or else delivering to the people in simple,
and often broken language, the message of Diving love. We were on the whole sanguine of
success, although we were occasionally bitterly tried by the selfishness of the chiefs, whose one
cry was “Cloth, cloth,” as well as by the cold apathy of the people. Looking back upon this
period now, we cannot help feeling that it was pre-eminently a time of experimenting and of
preparation, rather than that of actual work.
The commencement of what we should call “permanent” work in Central Africa dates
from the year 1887, when we opened a station at Fwambo, a highland district at the south end of
the lake; for this place proved to be comparatively healthy, and the missionaries who were
resident there had an immunity from fever and other sicknesses which they had never before
experienced.
In the early days I have referred to, we devoted ourselves more especially to itinerating;
and though our reception at first might be characterized by a good deal of curiosity, the people
could not be said to feel any real interest in our message. At Fwambo, however, we began work
on different lines, and instead of going about from village to village, pleading with the different
chiefs to gather their people to hear the Word of God, we started a village of our own, giving the
natives every encouragement to settle down beside us. We thus had the same people to listen to
us Sunday after Sunday, and in time we began to make an impression on them, especially on that
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section of the people which there, as here, is the most impressionable – the young. Speaking of
their mental qualities and their power of grasping new truths, the Africans are children, and they
require the treatment of children. It would be of no use to preach a sermon to them once in a
while. They need daily teaching – constant instruction.
Soon after we settled at Fwambo, Niamkolo was established. The mission can be said to
have assumed from this date a permanent form. Both at Fwambo and Niamkolo we have now a
flourishing station, with a village of 1,000 or more people attached to each. The schools have an
attendance of over 200 boys and girls; our services on Sunday are crowded, the congregation
averaging six or seven hundred people. Brick and stone buildings have been erected, and we
count amongst the youths of our villages carpenters, smiths, bricklayers, and even one or two
printers. Altogether we have reason to be very grateful for the solid progress which has been
made during the seven years especially.
When I returned in 1894 I was requested by the Directors to open a new station west of
Niamkolo. We commenced to build at Kambole in October, 1894, intending that our first
dwelling-house should be finished before the rains set in. But alas for the uncertainty of all
things African! Our workmen, imagining from the sudden appearance of heavy clouds and the
distant roar of thunder that the wet season was already beginning, left us abruptly, and while the
house in which we expected to spend the rainy season was not yet half finished. As a result we
got many a drenching, and suffered a good deal from ill-health.
In November, 1895, my colleague Mr. Nutt was advised to return to England, having had
two attacks of a malignant type of fever. At this time we had only a few natives residing with us
– perhaps ten or a dozen families – and a day school had therefore not been opened. Even the
services on Sunday were only attended by the few who were resident within the stockade. But in
December, an event happened which brought about a sudden change, that is, it converted our
small village into a comparatively large one, and instead of the services being attended by a few
people, we had now a fairly good congregation. That event was the downfall of Kitimbwa’s
village. This place having been attacked by the Awemba and the chief killed, the people all
flocked to our station for protection. After a short time they built their houses in our stockade,
and settled with us. When I left in September last, we had a population of 500 or more. A day
school was opened in February of last year, and the attendance averages about sixty. Two
dwelling-houses have been built, as well as a commodious chapel, a workshop, and a printing
place. Land has been drained, and extensive roads have been cleared – in fact, Kambole wears
now all the appearance of a well-ordered station.
We can no longer regard our work in Central Africa as being in the experimental stage.
Signs of solid progress are visible on all sides. Boys and girls and beginning to have a genuine
desire for learning. No sooner is a book printed than our scholars are eager to purchase it. I have
often been grieved to think that we have not more books to offer them, for such as they have,
have been read by some of them over and over again. But the printing press has been at work
fitfully these last three years, but only fitfully, owing to the pressure of other work.
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As to the spiritual work of the Mission, I venture to say it has been more successful than
we could possibly have anticipated. Some of our boys would be worthy members of any church
in England – bright, intelligent, and true-hearted. But as yet our membership is not large at either
station; at Kambole we have none at all. It is still sowing-time, but God helping us, we have
every prospect of being able to reap in the near future.

Pg 75 – “Secretarial Notes”
From the Home Secretary
For some time past we have been very carefully considering the position that the Society
should take with regard to students who are intending to go out as missionaries. Some ten years
ago, or more, the Board changed its method of payment to the colleges on their behalf, and only
considered itself responsible for fees for board and lodging during the last half of the course. We
have now carried the matter to its logical conclusion, and decided to throw upon the students
themselves, or the churches and their friends, the whole burden and cost of college training.
Before we arrived at this conclusion, frequent consultation was held with the college committees,
on which there was a preponderance of feeling in favor of the change. I mention this matter here
in order to emphasize the desire of the Directors that students who are thinking of foreign work
should communication [sic] with the Society as soon as possible. The new plan is not intended to
suggest that offers of service should be held back till the college training is completed.
Arthur N. Johnson

Pg 76 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, February 23rd, 1897 – Mr. S. Massey in the chair. Number of Directors
present, 70.
It was decided to transfer Dr. and Mrs. J.G. Mackay from the Madagascar Mission to the
Lake Tanganyika Mission, Central Africa.
The Board heard with the greatest satisfaction that the Directing Board of the Moravian
Missions had decided to accept forthwith the Urambo Mission from the hands of the Society.
80.

Board Meeting, March 9th, 1897 – Mr. S. Massey presided. Number of Directors present,

The Board accepted (subject to his passing the usual examination) an offer of service by
Mr. W.G. Robertson (formerly of the Livingstonia Mission), and appointed him to the Lake
Tanganyika Mission, Central Africa; also an offer of service by Miss S.E. Jolliffe (subject to a
satisfactory medical report and to her passing the usual examination).

Pg 92 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

The Rev. P.W. Jones, of Kambole, Central Africa, has unfortunately been tossed by a
cow. When she charged him for the third time, Mr. Jones managed to grasp her fore-leg and
throw her down, thus escaping. Happily no bones were broken, but Mr. Jones was much bruised
and has felt the effects of the fall upon his head.
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Pg 96 – “Central African Women”

On Page 93 we give a photograph of Kalulu’s wife, with her baby on her back, pounding
corn with two other women. It may be remembered that Kalulu was our first Tanganyika
convert, and is now a successful worker in our mission field. He was a poor little slave boy in
Uguha, and was ransomed by the Rev. D.P. Jones, who made him his servant. Kalulu was very
fond of his master, who tried to teach the lad about God’s love, but apparently without much
success. After a time Kalulu was sent to Urambo, to Mr. Brooks, and while there learnt the use of
tools, and also to read.
Some time later he went to live with Mr. Carson, at Niamkolo, and little by little the
seeds sown by his English friends began to come up, and he became a true follower of Jesus
Christ. Kalulu may be said to be a link between three Central African stations; for each in turn
was able to help and influence him. For some years he has been a teacher in the day-school at
Niamkolo, and when Mr. Hemans left Fwambo on furlough, Kalulu was removed there. He has
charge of the four day-schools, with an average attendance of 231 boys and 190 girls, and is
devoting himself with much assiduity and success to this work.

June
Pg 126 – “Our Anniversary”
…

The Year’s Finances
The Acting Foreign Secretary read extracts from the epitome of the Report distributed
through the meeting. More than forty years of the great modern missionary enterprise, it said,
had passed before Her Majesty came to the throne; but the most significant and striking
developments belonged to the Victorian era, and the directors questioned whether in any sphere
of national activity and progress more satisfactory results could be shown than in the endeavor to
share with all the nations of the earth the blessings of the religion of Jesus… In Central Africa a
further reduction of the staff had taken place. Urambo, completely cut off by distance and by
absence of inter-communication from the plateau at the south end of the Lake, the Directors had
decided to relinquish; and it was with great satisfaction that they had secured the consent of the
Directing Board of the Moravian Missions to take over that station as its charge. On the
highlands at the southern extremity, however, extension was possible. A strong body of
reinforcements were under marching orders, and in a few weeks would be on their way to the
Lake, among them no less than five ladies, the Board being convinced that the time had arrived
when the work might assume normal conditions, and missionaries, aided by the womanly
influence and help of their wives amongst native girls and women, might prosecute their work as
in other settled spheres of labor.
…
Young Men’s Meeting
…
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Dr. Parker referred to Mr. and Mrs. Hemans, who were seated on the platform, as living
illustrations of what the Gospel can do for the world, and added a humorous reference to their
audience with the Queen two days before. Passing on to a reference to the missionary sermon,
the Chairman said: “I wish you had all been here on Wednesday morning to hear the missionary
sermon by Mr. Thomas, son of the greatest missionary preacher some of us ever heard; but I do
not know that his old father ever excelled for sanctity and unction the beautiful, childlike, simple,
thrilling address to which we all listened, some of us with tears. Not that was preaching, talking
form the heart to the heart. There was hardly a world in the whole discourse that a boy of ten
years of age could not understand, and yet though we were here – old, middle-aged people –
everyone of us felt that we would not have had a single word in that discourse changed for
another word. It was not a sermon to criticize. A man that could criticize that sermon was not the
kind of man whom I would trust. The feeling was so tender, the unction so rich, the appeal and
the reasons so strong, that I would God all our missionary societies could have heard it, that they
might have been cheered and inspired in their holy service.” Dr. Parker said he stood almost in
reverence before missionaries – men who had hazarded their lives for the Lord Jesus, and who
testified of the things they had seen, and heard, and known, of the mighty power of the Gospel.
He had never met a missionary who did not want to get back to his field of labor, e.g., Mr. Elliot,
Mr. G.A. Shaw, Mr. Lawes, and “that firebrand of God, that living flame from heaven,” James
Chalmers. “These are proofs of the call to the work which our beloved friends, the missionaries,
have received from the Cross and the Throne of Christ.”
…

Pg 144 – “Announcements”
Marriage
May – Burton – On May 4th, at Ipswich Presbyterian Church, the Rev. John May, B.A.,
of Caterham, appointed to Central Africa, to Elizabeth Ross Burton, B.A., youngest daughter of
the late H.M. Burton, Esq., of Ipswich.
Ordination
On Thursday, May 6th, the ordination service of Mr. John May, B.A., appointed to the
Central African Mission, was held in Lyndhurst Road Church, Hampstead. The meeting was
presided over by Mr. B.F. Horton, M.A., D.D., who also gave the charge. The field of labor was
described by the Rev. George Cousins, Acting Foreign Secretary of the London Missionary
Society; the questions were asked by Principal Vaughan Pryce, M.A., LL.B., and the ordination
prayer was offered by Principal Whitehouse, M.A., of Cheshunt College. The lessons were read
by the Rev. A. Pringle, of Caterham.

July
Pg 148 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, May 25th, 1897 – Mr. S. Massey in the chair. Number of Directors
present, 82.
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The Acting Foreign Secretary introduced a number of missionaries, some recently
returned and other about to proceed abroad viz., Mr. S. Ashwell, Superintendent of the Mission
Press at Antananarivo, to whose able management of that department, as well as activity in other
directions, testimony is borne by the District Committee in our “Personal Notes”; the Rev. A.E.
and Mrs. Hunt, who were appointed first to Murray Island, were then transferred to Samoa, and
are now once again attached to the New Guinea Mission as the successors of Dr. and Mrs. Lawes
at Port Moresby; Dr. J.G. and Mrs. Mackay, who, being unable through French regulations to
return to their work in Madagascar, have been transferred to the Lake Tanganyika Mission,
Central Africa; Mr. J.H.E. and Mrs. Hemans, who are returning to Central Africa to resume
school work, which they have already done so thoroughly well; the Rev. J. and Mrs. May, both
graduates of London Universtiy, proceedings to the Tanganyika Mission; Mr. W. Govan
Robertson, formerly connected with the Livingstonia Free Church Mission, who, after his
marriage to Miss Sim, will join the Central African reinforcements; Miss M.A. Allen, going out
to marry the Rev. Harry Johnson, of Lake Tanganyika; Miss A.E. Ffrench to take up Miss
Moore’s work at Papauta Girls’ High School, Samoa; Miss Ellen Hargreave returning to
Phalapye, South Africa; and Mrs. Chalmers returning to New Guinea to rejoin “Tamate.” Mr.
Ashwell, Mr. Hunt, Dr. Mackay, Mr. Hemans, and Mr. May briefly acknowledged the words of
welcome and farewell. Mr. Hunt testified to the value of the educational forward movement in
Samoa, and stated that since his return to New Guinea he had established a school in which the
native teaching was carried on in the English language. Mr. Hemans poke feelingly of his
reunion with his father in Jamaica, and of his father’s death three months afterwards. He also told
the Directors of a pledge which he had made when he gave himself to Mission work, of “One
hundred thousand souls for Christ,” which he hoped yet to see fulfilled. Special prayer was
offered by the Rev. A.D. Jeffery.

Pg 152 – “Outward Bound: Valedictory
Meeting”

A largely attended meeting, presided over
by Rev. W. Hardy Harwood, was held on May 25th,
at Union Chapel, Islington, to bid farewell to a
party of twelve Missionaries who are proceeding to
Africa and Polynesia. The Rev. George Cousins
introduced the party, and described the different
fields to which they were going. Six were
experienced and tried Missionaries returning to
work after furlough; six were going out for the first
time. Mrs. Chalmers, who is so well known to
L.M.S. friends, was returning to New Guinea to
join her heroic husband, and to help him to further
extend the work amongst the most degraded
savages of Polynesia. Miss French was going to
Samoa, to work amongst what might be called the
“aristocracy of Eastern Polynesia.” She was
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appointed as a teacher to the Papauta Girls’ High School. Miss Ellen Hargreave was returning to
her work at Phalapye (Khama’s town), which she had commenced in 1893, but last year, owing
to a fall from a horse, she was invalided home. Since her recovery, Miss Hargreave had
employed her time to good advantage in learning nursing and other things, so as to be of still
greater use to her African sisters.
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Nine Missionaries were proceeding to the Central African Missions around Lake
Tanganyika. Never before had so large a party set out for that distant mission field, a mission
which had passed through such various changed and vicissitudes, and for which so many lives
had been laid down. But now after fifteen years’ experience, the work had assumed a hopeful
and aggressive character, and reinforcements for further extensions were greatly needed. Mr. and
Mrs. Hemans were returning to their post at Fwambo, where they had labored for seven years.
Dr. and Mrs. Mackay had been working in Madagascar since 1886. During their furlough they
had been mastering the French language, with a view to still greater usefulness under the new
régime; but as now no doctor who did not hold a French diploma might practice in the island,
that door seemed closed to Dr. Mackay. But they were willing to do God’s work wherever He
might send them, and so they were going forth to a new country, a new people, and to learn a
new language. After Mr. Cousins had briefly introduced Miss Allen (who was going out to marry
the Rev. Harry Johnson), the Rev. John and Mrs. May, B.A., and Mr. Robertson, the Chairman
called upon Mrs. Chalmers, Miss Hargreave, Mrs. May, Miss Ffrench, Dr. Mackay, Mr. Hemans,
and Mr. Robertson to say a few words. One and all expressed joy in the prospect before them,
and asked the friends present to be very earnest and definite in their prayers for them in their
many difficulties and probable trials. The Rev. W. Hardy Harwood then delivered the valedictory
address:
“I count it a great honor to be permitted, not in the name of this church only, but in the
name of all the churches connected with the London Missionary Society, to be allowed to bid
you farewell. There are many thousands whom you have never met, and to whom you are but
names, who will follow your work with deep and prayerful interest, and who, if not with us in
actual presence at this moment, are with us in sympathy, and will support you with their prayers.
“We will not to-night be unmindful of the innermost circle of those from whom you are
about to be separated. Each missionary represents a circle of dear and intimate friends, whose
affectionate remembrances we would try to blend with our farewells. We would have you
recognize the homeliest and most sacred tones in this demonstration to-night.
“Then it has been given to some of you to make new friends – you who have been
traveling amongst the churches, speaking and working for the Society – have made many friends
whose interest and prayers will henceforth have a strong personal character. On your return you
were congratulated upon your escape from the manifold risks of the mission field. You may now
be congratulated upon your escape from the perils and dangers of deputation work. I have heard
it whispered that this work requires greater courage and grace than the other. To speak in public
twice a day, to answer a hundred questions at breakfast, dinner, tea, and supper; to have six
different homes in a week; and to keep polite, and good-tempered, and interesting for weeks and
months together under these conditions! Well, some of us would rather face a lion or a cannibal
at once, and have done with it! This is not the least of your services rendered at a time when you
might well claim to be resting; but we are sure you have left behind a large number of those who
reckon you henceforth as personal friends, and will often think of you and pray for you.
“We speak also, I said, in the name of all the churches represented. We have some good
people at home who think they don’t believe in foreign missions; but we know them better than
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they know themselves. They prayed last Sunday, ‘Thy Kingdom come,’ and if they care at all for
the Kingdom of God they are missionary people in spite of themselves. But the great proportion
of the rank and file of our churches are heartily with you and your work – increasingly with you,
I think. I do not think it is too much to say that you go forth in the name of a larger number of
Christians than have many of the heroic men and women whose names are an inspiration to all of
us. The Watcher’s Band, which must be a great help to you in the field, has done much to the
enlargement of the number in whose name you go forth. Look beyond this congregation to the
many churches here represented, and believe that you go forth in the name of Christ’s people.
“I want to say one word for the unity of our work at home and abroad. I am glad you
have spared us the expressions of pity which are sometimes given to us who remain at home. We
are not going to serve the Kingdom of Christ by magnifying one part of its work to the
disparagement of another part. For myself, I am not ashamed to confess that I never felt the call
to go abroad. I honor those who do go, but I think we may do as great a work by trying to keep
the fires of Christian enthusiasm ablaze at home. If we are spiritual, you are strong; if we are
faithful here, you will not want all kinds of equipment in your work elsewhere. You may have a
Christian hero in a London warehouse or in a city street as truly as by a South African lake or in
a savage island in the South Seas. There are great sacrifices to be made for Christ at home as
well as abroad. Let us not speak of contrasts. Let us give no room to the idea of rivalry, save in
zeal and loyalty to Christ. We do not say farewell to you as those who go to separate work and
upon a different level. We are co-workers in the one great field, which is the world, for the one
great Master, who will have all men to be saved.
“I should like further to say – so far as I have the power to say it – we recognize that you
who go abroad in our name leave your character and honor in our charge, and we will do our best
to be faithful to the charge. We feel, some of us, that we have been too careless in this matter.
We have listened too willingly and have been too patient towards a certain class of critics, who
have been very eloquent against missionaries. If you presume to sit upon a European chair
instead of upon a log of wood, if you sleep upon anything more comfortable than a hard floor, if
you go one step beyond the barest necessities of life, you are denounced as luxurious and selfseeking. They who represent Christianity in a heathen land need to be careful, indeed, in their
habits and doings; but I for one will not submit to the doctrine that you are not entitled to such
reasonable comfort as will enable you to do your work in the most efficient way possible.
Neither will I admit that, because in some departments of mission work the day of the first
romance is passed – that it has become more like the routine work of a church at home, with
church nad schools and hospital and mission house -that therefore it is not so real and heroic as
in the days of perils from wild beasts and treacherous savages and brutal cannibals. Whatever the
character of your work, do it faithfully and well, and we at home, as we have opportunity, will
make it our business to defend you and guard your good name.
“As to your spiritual resources and confidence, what can I say to you that you could not
each one say far better? There Are certain encouragements common to sus all. We go to this
warfare not at our own charges. To prepare ourselves for our work, to secure the confidence of
the churches, these are great; but there is one thing greater than all. We must go to our work in
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the strong confidence that God Himself is with us. To cross the seas I will spread the sails, but
the wind of God must fill them. To warm my home, to drive my engine, to give me light in dark
hours, I will dig for coal, but God put it there long ago, and hid it in the power for all that I need.
Believe just st truly that in your work God is not only with you, but has been there first, making
ready for you. Will He send you to preach, and do nothing to prepare a willingness to hear you?
Will He let you do your part, and not, in His strong will to save men, bring your weakness unto
His strength? Believe in God the Father, loving the world still; in the Son, who is still straitened,
till all be accomplished; in the Spirit, who is still the Supreme Teacher, making the words of men
as the words of God.
“We say Good-bye in all its shades of meaning. As all nations have caught the different
tones of its greeting, so we hail you in each.
“Vale – Be in health, be strong. May all your words and deeds, your own personal
relation to God and to man, be the expressions of a life which is whole, healthy.
“χαῖρε – Rejoice. Be glad in the wealth of the love of God, whose apostles you are; the
companionship of Christ; the greatness of your task.
“Au revior – Till we meet again – here or there, it matters not – when our work is done;
when our work is only just begun in the larger life that is to be.
“Farewell – Journey well; go well. You are on God’s highway; you are carrying His
words to men. Your traveling shall be well, though it be rough and difficult.
“Good-bye – Sum of it all. God be with you. Nothing more than that can be said. It is all.
Strength, courage, patience, character, success, rest, heaven!”
On pp. 152 and 153 we give the portraits of the out-going Missionaries. Many of them
are well known to most of our readers, but a few words about the new recruits will probably be
welcome. Mr. W. Govan Robertson is the son of a Free Church Minister, and was born in
Galloway, in 1869. Six years ago he left his engineering pursuits to go out to Lake Nyasa as a lay
worker, under the auspices of the Livingstonia Missionary Society. For five years Mr. Robertson
worked there. His knowledge of surveying, building, brick making, carpentry, and other
handicrafts was very useful, and his devoted and untiring energies to extend Christ’s kingdom
met with considerable success. The Livingstonia Society having given up his station, the
question arose as to what should be his next sphere of work. The only suitable stations needed a
man who would devote all his time to teaching. This Mr. Robertson did not feel he could do, as
teaching, he considers is not his forte, and so, with regrets on both sides, he severed his
connection with his Society and joined the L.M.S. Mr. Robertson has just married Miss Sim, so
now returns to Africa doubly equipped for his work.
Miss Annie E. Ffrench was born in Hackney in 1872, and from early childhood she has
wished to become a Missionary. After six years’ training at the Marylebone Pupil-teachers’
Center and two years at Stockwell Training College, Miss Ffrench became an elementary schoolteacher. For many years she has been engaged in Sunday-school work, singing in Mission Halls,
Workhouse and Infirmary, speaking at meetings, visiting lodging-houses, and the poor and sick
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in their homes. She has been a member of Mr. Pierce’s Church at Tollington Park, and
afterwards at West Hampstead, and her pastor bears cordial testimony to her devotion and
whole-heartedness.
The Rev. John May, B.A., was born in Ayrshire in 1866. After schooldays were over, he
studied marine engineering, serving an apprenticeship of five years with a firm in Lambeth, and
also worked for some time for them on men-of-war and torpedo cruisers. From the age of
nineteen, and very much owing to the Missionary enthusiasm of his pastor, Dr. Horton, Mr. May
has longed to be a Missionary. He was engaged in preaching, teaching, and temperance work,
etc.; and in 1890, he entered Cheshunt College with a view to going abroad. Mrs. May is also a
graduate of the London University, and for many years has longed to become a Missionary. We
rejoice with her and her husband that now the way has opened and they are both about to realize
their hearts’ desire.

Pg 163 – “Central African in
Memoriam Tablet”

This engraving represents – of course,
on a greatly reduced scale – a brass tablet,
which is to be placed in the new church at
Niamkolo, near Lake Tanganyika, Central
Africa. It has been provided by the
missionaries laboring in the Tanganyika
regions, and their friends, as a tribute to the
memory of the heroic men who, in the earlier
stages of missions in Central Africa, laid
down their lives for Christ and the people of
the “Dark Continent.”
The tablet – a fine piece of
workmanship – was produced in this country,
and is now on its way to its far-off destination.
The placing of such a memorial in the Mission
Church at Niamkolo was certainly a happy
thought. It will not only remind the
worshippers of the brave men of God, who
were the pioneers of Christian missions in
Central Africa, but, we may hope, will also
inspire them with a like devotion to the Savior, and impel them to consecrate themselves to the
glorious service for which those men of God so willingly laid down their lives.
It is an interesting coincidence, that the same number of the Chronicle which contains
this memorial of former brave African missionaries, should also record the departure from
England, for the Tanganyika district, of a party of nine missionaries, appointed by the Directors
to reinforce the sadly weakened staff of workers there. May their journey be a happy one, under
the Father’s loving care, and may they be long spared and graciously used to do noble work in
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that field of labor, consecrated as it is by the splendid self-sacrifice of their predecessors, whose
names are written not alone on the “memorial brass” in the Niamkolo church, but on the “roll of
heroes” who have “shared the travail that makes Christ’s Kingdom come.”

Pg 168 – “Announcements”
Departures
Mr. J.G. Mackay and Mrs. Mackay, the Rev. John May, B.A., and Mrs. May, B.A.,
appointed to Central Africa; Miss Allen, proceeding to Lake Tanganyika; and Mr. J.H.E.
Hemans and Mrs. Hemans, returning to Lake Tanganyika, embarked for Chinde per steamer
Illovo, June 8th.

August
Pg 190 – “The Field is the World”

The Moravian friends are preparing to send new recruits for the old L.M.S. Mission
station at Urambo. Three missionaries and their wives will shortly proceed thither. In the
monthly organ of the Moravian Society a long letter is published from Mr. Draper, the solitary
missionary stationed there. He is “holding the fort” bravely till the reinforcements arrive. He
speaks of the Sunday services being attended by 300 or 400 natives huddled together like sheep,
the school well attended, and everything appearing hopeful and promising. – Periodical
Accounts

Pg 192 – “Announcements”
Departures
Mr. W. Govan Robertson and Mrs. Robertson, appointed to the Central African Mission,
embarked for Chinde, per steamer Inyoni, July 7th.
Marriages
Roberston – Sim – At Cockburn Hotel, Glasgow, on Wednesday, June 23rd, by the Rev.
D.D. Robertson, M.A., of Oban, William Govan Robertson, appointed to the Central African
Mission, to Christian Tregorson Sim, second daughter of the late J. Frazer Sim, Esq., of Oban.
Dedication
On the occasion of the departure of Mr. and Mrs. Govan Robertson for the Central
African Mission, a very enthusiastic meeting was held in Free St. George’s Church, Glasgow
(Dr. Duff), and presided over by Rev. D.D. Roberston, Free Church minister of Oban, father of
the missionary, who opened the meeting with praise; after which Rev. R.S. Duff, D.D., led in
prayer. Rev. A.N. Johnson, the Home Secretary, having described the sphere of labor and the
work on Lake Tanganyika, suitably addressed, as the representative of the London Missionary
Society, the outgoing missionaries. Rev. George Gladstone commended our friends in prayer to
the care and guidance of the Master in whose service they go. A short address was given by Rev.
E.A. Wareham. Dr. Davies, of Samoa, offered prayer. Rev. John Riddell, of The Wynd,
Glasgow, introduced Mr. Robertson, his nephew, to the meeting. Mr. Robertson spoke of the
different feelings from those he experienced on the last farewell with which he now re-enters the
mission field, the experiences of five years’ work in Livingstonia having taught him something
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of the nature of African mission work – its difficulties, its sorrows, its encouragements and joys.
The knowledge he had gained of native customs and though should, he hoped, render him less
liable to the errors of a newcomer. On the platform were also J.C. Robertson, Esq., of the
Livingstonia Directorate, and Mr. R. Henry. Letters of apology for absence were read from Lord
Overtoun, convener of the Livingstonia Committee, Professor Lindsay, Rev. Fairley Daly, and
Dr. Wells, all of the Free Church Foreign Missions’ Committee. There was a large attendance,
and, at the close of the meeting, a number of those present availed themselves of the opportunity
of shaking hands and bidding the young missionaries God-speed.

October
Pg 224 – “Sketches of Missions”
Kawimbe, Central Africa
By Dr. Mather
Kawimbe is situated on the Nyassa Tanganyika plateau, some thirty miles from Lake
Tanganyika. The general elevation is over 6,000 ft. above sea level, and thus produces, though in
the tropics and near the Equator, a bracing, even cold temperature throughout a considerable part
of the year. The station is one belonging to the London Missionary Society, and on its present
site building was begun in 1890. It is situated at one extremity of a large plain, girded by hills –
on the whole, well-watered and fertile. It is approached by broad roads from the lake, as well as
from Mwenzo direction. Near the station eucalyptus and other trees have been planted out, and
help the view, for the country side around is by no means well wooded, wood suitable for
building operations being brought from a distance. One striking point, which those who visit this
plateau cannot help being struck with, is the villages, very often large, that have grown up
around the white men’s houses. This feature is explained when we remember how in past days
this country-side has been raided by Zulus, and later by the Awemba, a marauding tribe to the
south. The natives have gathered round the white men primarily for protection, and, secondly,
because of getting regular work. Kawimbe is no exception to the above, those living around the
missionaries’ houses now number hundreds where before they numbered tens.
From the first we have endeavored not only to instruct the natives in school in reading
and writing, but also we have believed in the beneficial effect of a combined industrial training
for the sharper lads and young men.
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A visitor on entering the village comes first in sight of a substantial brick house, next he
sees a large and commodious brick church capable of holding some 800 people; should he come
near school time in the morning or afternoon, he will hear the sweet tones of a handsome large
bell, the gift of H.C. Marshall, Esq., of Fort Abercorn, our Resident Magistrate. Another
comfortable brick house, with offices, and serviceable brick store complete the brick buildings in
the village. Near the church he will see carpenters at their work, and, going further on, the
bricklayers busy erecting some building. Taking a walk outside the village he will come upon the
brickfield, with men, women, and boys at work, and the saw-pit with the sawyers busy preparing
timber; a broad road leading to one of the out-villages, of which there are some six that have
grown up in the course of years; also a roomy brick cattle-shed. Returning to the village again,
he most probably will hear the clang of the hammer on iron, and, going to see, he will find the
smiths at their work making nails out of old scrap iron. Trees have been extensively planted both
around and in the village, ornament as well as usefulness being taken into consideration. Should
our friend visit us in May, he will see a sight that may remind him of home, namely, large fields
of almost ripe wheat. This undertaking began in a very small way in the planting of a small
quantity of wheat from Ujiji, and it has so grown that this year we shall probably have reaped
some 4 to 5 tons. The wheat ground into flour has enabled those of us in the mission, as well as
many other white men, to rejoice in plenty of the staff of life, and has also helped to reduce a
little the cost of living. The vegetable garden will also be found with plenty of cabbages, lettuces,
peas, potatoes, and other sorts growing luxuriantly. This work has grown up under the hands of
Rev. D. Picton Jones, Messers Carson, Purves, and others who have worked with them.
The school is becoming now quite a popular institution. Lads and lasses are willing to
give a week’s work in order to buy a hymn-book or reading-book or a Gospel. Young men and
young women will be found among those attending. On June 16th the attendance of boys was
138, girls 115, total 253 in the central village; and in three of the out-villages, where we have
schools, it was 72, 52, 50, total 174, thus making 427 altogether. Quite a number of promising
lads are qualifying themselves for teaching others what they themselves have learnt.
Each out-patient day numbers come seeking medicine, sometimes fifty or more.
Confidence in the white man’s medicine, as well as in other things, has gradually grown up, and,
as a result, many are seeking help.
A small native church has been formed, and no doubt will increase when the people
become more fully acquainted with the Gospel and what it requires of them. The early years of
this station, as well as of all Christian work, means a great deal of educating and uplifting work,
as well as the effect of the education in disintegrating their old beliefs and leading the people to
form new and truer views of truth.
The people amongst whom we are settled are a pastoral people, their country has a fair
quantity of iron, and they work in it. They, in common with many African tribes, reverence their
departed ancestors; they have prophets, one of whose duties seems to be to select holy places or
spirit haunts – men and women exercise this gift. Polygamy is general amongst the people, wife
purchase is also common. The government of the chiefs is somewhat of a patriarchal one, and the
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people render to them certain services which are obligatory, and in return for which the chief
usually distributes a considerable part of the wealth that he may receive.
To such a people we endeavor to present the Gospel in various ways, and we are
encouraged by having the opportunity of speaking for Christ either ourselves, or by means of our
native helpers, Sunday by Sunday, to fully 1,000 people. The present fruit is small, but
promising, the possibilities are great and are beyond us. Our duty is to do the thing that lies to
our hand with all our heart, the issues are with Him Whose servants we are, and Whom we
rejoice to obey.
The country in which we are settled is now under the control of the British South African
Company, and we are looking to the future with anticipation of great things in the way of peace
and prosperity; so that the work done in the past may go on, grow and increase, and make its
influence widely felt as a power for good.

Pg 240 – “Announcements”
Arrivals
Mr. Purves and Mrs. Purves, from Lake Tanganyika, Central Africa, via Naples, August
19th

November
Pg 244 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, September 28th, 1897 – Rev. Thomas Grear in the Chair. Number of
Directors present 74.
A cordial welcome was accorded to Mr. W. Grosfield, J.P., on his return from his
Deputation visit with the Foreign Secretary to the Missions of the Society in New Guinea and
Polynesia. The Rev. G. Cousins said the visit of their friends had been a great stimulus and
encouragement to the missionaries with whom they had been brought in contact. The Acting
Foreign Secretary then proceeded to introduce the Revs. J. Richardson and P.G. Peake, returned
from Madagascar, and Mr. and Mrs. A.D. Purves, from Central Africa… Mr. and Mrs. Purves
had both rendered excellent service… Mr. Purves testified to the confidence which the natives of
Central Africa have in the missionaries, stating that round the Mission station at Fwambo was the
largest native village he had seen in Central Africa.

December
Pg 284 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

The Governor of the district in which Urambo is situated has deposed the Chief of
Urambo and restored the country to Katuga, a son of Mirambo. Mr. Draper says: - “The
Governor told me he had now visited every mission station in German East Africa, but he had
never seen so large an attendance before, neither had he heard such good singing, as at Urambo.”
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1898
February
Pg 46 – “Personal Notes”
Central Africa
The reinforcements for the Tanganyika Mission have arrived at their destinations. Mr.
and Mrs. May and Mr. and Mrs. Robertson are to reside at Fwambo, Dr. and Mrs. Mackay at
Kambole, and Mr. and Mrs. Hemans at Niamkolo. Unfortunately, the roof of Mr. May’s house
was completely destroyed by fire early in October. Mr. May was at Niamkolo at the time.

April
Pg 91 – “News from our Stations”
Central Africa
Crowded Congregations
Mr. Draper has been putting the mission premises at Urambo into good order in
anticipation of the arrival of the Moravian missionaries who are to take up the work. “One thing
is certain,” says Mr. Draper, “they will have to build a larger place of worship. Last Sunday,
although there is splendid ventilation, the place was very stifling. One woman fainted during our
service, which is an unusual thing for these people. The place was crammed. I have to get to my
place before all the people arrive, or else I should have to straddle over shoulders, forms, etc. Of
course it is very cheering to see so many, and not only that, but I believe the people are more
serious also; certainly they enjoy coming to the services. Oh, that Christ may reign in many of
their hearts!”

May
Pg 105 – “Some of Africa’s Slave Children”
By Mrs. Purves, of Niamkolo

Our first home in Central Africa was at Niamkolo, close by Lake Tanganyika, not the
healthiest place for white people to live at. At first my time was taken up by learning the
language, attending sewing classes, and looking after home duties, except when laid up with
fever. After I had learned sufficient of the language to converse with the women, I found I was
more able to study their manner of life; but as time passed I became more interested in the
young, whom I could understand better and who learned more easily. Some time afterward we
got several slave children to love and care for; we had six girls in all, and also several boys. The
girls were all trained up to ordinary house work, attending day-school and sewing classes. The
boys were trained in day-school and workshop. Of course, we did not look upon these children as
slaves, but gave them cloth or something else equal to it as payment for their work. They were
very affectionate and faithful. It might interest you to know how these slave children came to us.
The first girl we named Martha; she had fled from an Arab slave village into the woods, in which
she wandered three days before being found by one of our Mission men. She was given the
choice of being sent home to her own village, or of staying with the white people. She preferred
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to stay, as she was afraid the Arab slaver would capture her again. Martha was then placed under
our care, and remained with us until she was married to one of our native teachers. Our second
slave girl we named Maggie. Her father died and, according to a native custom, her uncle
claimed her as his child. He did not place much value on his new possession, but made up his
mind to sell her to one of the slave caravans. The magistrate, on hearing of this intention, sent
men after him and took Maggie from his cruel hands. She was then handed over to our charge.
About nine months afterwards her mother came and took her to her own home. Our third slave
girl we named Nellie. She was rescued by two of our Mission boys from a canoe which was
crossing the lake in rather a suspicious-looking manner. Amongst the occupants were two
women who were on their way to an Arab village to sell their children. The children were taken
from them, and Nellie, like the first two girls, was placed in our home.
Our fourth girl was named Maggie, and, like our first Maggie, was found out by her
mother and taken back to her home. But afterwards they came and built a house for themselves
in our Mission village at Fwambo. This girl and two others were all captured from a slave
caravan, which had been hunted down by one of the magistrates and his assistants. On our
leaving Fwambo for England we left these girls in charge of the resident missionary.

Pg 112 – “Books on Missionary Topics”

Banani. The Transition from Slavery to Freedom in Zanzibar and Pemba. Illustrated. By
Henry Stanley Newman. (Published by Headley Bros., 14, Bishopsgate Street Without, London,
E.C.) Price 5s.
Banani is the center of the Friends’
Industrial Mission on the Island of Pemba, or
Jazirat-el-Khazra the Emerald Isle, as the Arabs
call it, established last autumn in the interests
of liberated negro slaves. Banani is thus in its
infancy, and the story which Mr. Henry Stanley
Newman tells is rather of the circumstances
which led up to the Mission than of the Mission
itself.
The facts related with force and
freshness were collected by Mr. Newman and
his friend, Mr. Burtt, during their tour in the
spring of 1897 in East Africa, Zanzibar, and
Pemba, and the volume is of peculiar interest to
all lovers of their kind at a time when the
slavery question is so much to the fore. It is
apparent from every page of the book that one
of the main objects of the Society of Friends in
embarking on this new mission is to be on the
spot to champion the salve and keep a vigilant watch on those who are charged with his
liberation.
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It came as a shock
to many minds last year
that any territory under the
protection of Britain could
still be cursed with
slavery; it is still more
terrible to confront the
obstacles still in the way of
complete emancipation.
In his preface,
dated January, 1898, Mr.
Newman says:“The dispatch of
Lord Salisbury, last
February, initiating the
abolition of the legal status
of slavery, marks an
important epoch in the forward movement. At first it seemed that month by month slaves were
being liberated. More recently we heard of slaves being sent back to their masters, and a stead
backwater of moral inertia seemed to have set in. Now, through the renewed activity of the
English officials, the tide of deliverance is, we trust, rising again: but it is evident that much
more definite work remains to be done.”
He further tells us that “one of the most cruel slave-holders of Pemba is incarcerated in
prison in Zanzibar, and no more runaway slaves are to be delivered up by askaris to their
masters,” and the girl porters may to-day be heard singing gaily at their work the chorus“We used to cry for mercy,
But for us there was no mercy;
Now he that had no mercy on us
Is shut up in the European’s stone house in Zanzibar.”
The bitter irony of this song from girlish lips, however, becomes apparent in the course of
the volume, when Mr. Newman goes on to show that, while Lord Salisbury’s dispatch distinctly
states on one page –
“On and after the date at which it is to come into operation, no Court shall recognize any
claim to the service of any person on the ground of the latter’s alleged servile status.”
On the next page of the same dispatch, he says:“It has been pointed out, if the proposed abolition were to extend to the women of the
harem and to the connubial system upon which the Arab family is founded, an opposition would
be aroused that would enlist upon its side the stubbornest and most cherished convictions of the
Arab nature.”
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Mr. Newman truly
remarks: “But the Government
ought to provide for the liberty
and emancipation of women
just as for men,” and adds that
“in the compromise that is now
attempted a temptation is
opened for Arabs to claim as
their concubines women who
might otherwise be free.” The
force of this is apparent when
we are further told that far
more than one-half of the
140,000 slaves in Zanzibar and
Pemba were women, and all
will not only heartily endorse
the opinion that to offer
emancipation to men, while leaving women in compulsory concubinage, for fear of Arab
opposition, betrays ungallant timidity,” most will go further and add it is a betrayal of the most
elementary principles of justice.
That extreme and persistent vigilance must be exercised by abolitionists for many years
to come is made abundantly apparent in the concluding chapter of this very informing little
volume. Under the heading of “The Working of the Decree,” Mr. Newman shows that evasion is
of common occurrence, and in confirmation of this gives many valuable and up-to-date
illustrations, e.g., from a correspondent of the Universities’ Mission in Zanzibar, who writes: “I am glad to see some inquiries have been made in the House about the freedom of
slaves. There is no visible difference here in the status of the salves than there was before the
proclamation was issued. Only this morning (August 5th) a slave was brought past this house in
the charge of a soldier to be restored to his master after running away. I understand that a slave
who runs away from his master is quickly hunted down and put into prison for no other crime
than a struggle for freedom.” F.B.

Pg 120 – “Announcements”
Marriage
Johnson-Allen – On Sunday, August 26th, 1897, at Zomba, before the British
Commissioner, A. Sharpe, Esq., at the Residency, the Rev. Harry Johnson, of Lake Tanganyika,
to Miss Minnie A. Allen, of Chatteris, Cambs.

June
Pg 121 – “The Story of the Year*”

*The third report of the second century of the Society, republished here by request of the
General Business Meeting of Memebers
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…
Changes
Additions to the Roll-Call
The missionary roll-call contains precisely the same number of names as it did a year ago
– 261; and yet many changes have taken place, and the list differs materially from the one then
published. Seventeen additions were made to the staff during the year, but these were counterbalanced by an equal number of reductions. The China Missions were strengthened by the
addition of two clerical, two medical, and two lady missionaries; those in India by two young
men fresh from college and three ladies; the Samoan Mission by the appointment of a missionary
to take charge of a vacant district and of two thoroughly qualified ladies for work in the Papauta
School; the Central African staff by the addition of two married missionaries; and that in
Madagascar by the acceptance of an offer of service from Miss Sibree, who for several years had
assisted in the work of the Girls’ Central School, and is now in joint charge of it. The Samoan
Mission was further reinforced by the transfer of the Rev. W. Huckett, formerly of Vonizongo,
Madagascar, as a second missionary for the Port of Apia, while the Rev. A.W. Wilson was
transferred to British Guiana.
…
(4) From Africa
The resignation of the Rev. T.F. Shaw, whose name for the past fifteen years has been
honorably associated with the station of Urambo in Central Africa, has also to be recorded. This
was due to the unwillingness of the Directors to run counter to the precise terms of the medical
certificate which deprecated Mr. Shaw’s return to a tropical climate, and to the fact that the
Urambo Mission had been transferred to the Moravians…
Tidings from the Field
Urambo Handed Over to the Moravians
The Tanganyika Staff Strengthened
Two important facts have to be chronicled respecting Central Africa. The first is the safe
arrival at Urambo of the Moravian missionaries, and the actual transfer to their care of that
isolated station to the east of Lake Tanganyika. Under the earnest ministrations of Mr. Draper,
the congregations had steadily increased and the school had been well maintained, so that the
Moravian brethren entered upon their work under favorable auspices. Indeed, they expressed
themselves as greatly cheered by what they saw. Mr. Draper was remaining for a few months
until they had become a little accustomed to the place and people. With his departure for the
coast the Society’s connection with Urambo will cease. The other fac to be noted is the
reinforcement of the missions to the south of the Lake. A year ago the staff had, through illness
and death, been reduced to perilously small proportions, but through the blessing of God the few
who remained to hold the fort were kept in safety, and shortly after the last annual meeting
substantial additions were made, and now the three stations are all amply provided with workers.
As however they are mostly new to the work, there is not much to record except their arrival. As
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soon as the resources of the Society will allow, others must follow them, as the Board is pledged
to commence a mission among the neighboring Awemba people, one of the most enterprising
and energetic tribes of Central Africa.
…

Pg 156 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

The Reporter of the British and Foreign Bible Society announces the appointment of the
Rev. T.F. Shaw, for a period of two years in the first instance, to the sub-agency of East Africa.
“Mr. Shaw has done many years’ missionary work in Urambo, East Africa, and has translated
three Gospels (of which two have been issued) into Nyamwezi for this Society. He will, it is
hoped, be able to greatly extend the work of the Bible Society in the important district assigned
to him. It is a matter for inquiry and careful consideration, on his arrival, whether his
headquarters should be at Mombasa or at Zanzibar. A small committee of Church Missionary
Society missionaries at Mombasa has hitherto acted as a consultive body for the sub-agent, and
will doubtless kindly continue to do so. The post is at present subordinate to the Society’s agency
in Egypt. In time it will fall to Mr. Shaw to be the chief medium for supplying the Church
Missionary Society’s missions in the Uganda and Toro territories, as well as the various coast
missions, with vernacular Scriptures. A great field is before him, and the Committee trust that the
blessing of God will very manifestly rest on this important branch of the Society’s foreign work,
and on him to whom its administration has now been entrusted.”

July
Pg 177 – “Personal Notes”
Central Africa
Dr. Mather would be greatly helped by the gift of a movable atlas of the human body
from designs of Prof. G.J. Witkowski, a set of eleven parts, complete in cloth-covered box with
lock and key, £4 net. [~$700 in 2022]

Pg 178 – “News from our Stations”
Africa

Work at Fwambo

The Rev. J. May finds life and work at Fwambo, Central Africa, very attractive. “Last
Sunday there were 850 people at church, as nearly as I could estimate – perhaps nearer 900. At
the Communion Service seven men and one woman sat with us at the Lord’s Table. There are
several others who teach and preach and are Christians to all intents and purposes, but have not
yet joined the church. On Wednesday evenings Dr. Mather holds a class for church members and
inquirers in his sitting-room, and generally gets more than twenty. He has just started an
afternoon class for the older men in connection with the day-school, with an attendance of about
twenty.”
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August
Pg 204 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

Mr. Walter Draper, who has bravely held on in charge of the Urambo Mission Station,
Central Africa, since Mr. Shaw’s return, and whose service in that country has extended over
close on ten years, expected to leave for well-deserved rest in this country at the beginning of
May. He had handed over charge of the Mission to the Moravian missionaries, and the latter
were making a good start.

September
Pg 228 – “Announcements”
Deaths

year.

By cablegram as going to press
Mather – On July 11th, in Central Africa, Mr. C.B. Mather, L.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., in his 40th

Arrivals
Mr. W. Draper, from Urambo, Central Africa, per German Packet, August 2nd.

October
Pg 230 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, September 13th, 1898. – Mr. F.H. Hawkins, LL.B., in the Chair. Number
of Directors present, 68.
…Mr. W. Draper had also fulfilled ten years of exceptional service in a special field, and
in a manner which commanded the respect and honor of all who knew anything about his work.
He went to Urambo, Central Africa, as an artisan missionary, in 1888, and had manfully held to
his post for ten years, while during the past three years he had been virtually “Bishop of
Urambo,” and that without a College education. “He has had to preach and do all that a minister
has to do. His building operations, teaching of carpentry, healing work, Sunday services, and
classes, all have stamped Mr. Draper, in our observation of him, as a true missionary of Christ of
a very substantial type. We congratulate him upon having won his spurs so thoroughly.” … Mr.
Draper said he left the people at Urambo with much sorrow. He counted most of them as his
friends, and they loved him with their whole heart. When he left about 2,000 started on the road
with him. When he first went only about twenty came to welcome him, whereas his successors
(the Moravians) were received by between 2,000 and 3,000 people, and were overcome by the
warmth of their reception. In 1888 less than ten people attended the Sunday services, but at the
first service held by the Moravians there were between 600 and 700. He (Mr. Draper) had 98
boys in his school, and Mrs. Shaw’s school was attended by 100 girls. He also treated 40 or 50
patients at a time.
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Pg 231 – “Notes from Headquarters”

Similarly, the death of Dr. Mather in Central Africa makes a vacancy in that Mission,
which also requires to be filled by a capable medical man who is an earnest and enthusiastic
missionary. The Central African Mission does not present the same kind of opening and
attraction as that in Central China. The nature of the work to be done is somewhat different, and
the conditions under which it is to be done are certainly different also; but the need is urgent, and
to a man of the right spirit the opening for service is a most promising one. Are there not among
the multitude of young Christian physicians commencing practice in this country two who may
be led to ask themselves whether it is really God’s will that they should devote their lives to
establishing themselves professionally at home, or whether He may not have a work for them to
do in connection with the extension of His Kingdom in Central China and in Central Africa,
which may not amount for much in the eyes of the world, but which will have a very material
and important influence in hastening on the coming of the Kingdom of our Lord and Savior Jesus
Christ? R. Wardlaw Thompson.

Pg 252 – “Announcements”
Births

Robertson – On August 11th, at Kawimbe, Lake Tanganyika, the wife of Rev. W. Govan
Robertson, of a son.

November
Pg 253 – “The Missionary Motive”
As Exemplified in Central Africa
By the late Dr. Mather, of Kawimbe*
*Written three weeks before Dr. Mather’s death.
On entering a country such as Africa, and especially its central parts, several things strike
on very forcibly
First, there are the vast unpopulated areas which formerly had a population, as evidenced
by old gardens, broken pottery, and remnants in some cases of old palisades which had
surrounded the villages.
Again, when one has gained some knowledge of the language, and is able to talk
familiarly with the natives, another fact is borne in very strongly on the mind, and that is the
power of witchcreaft over the people, and the state of bondage in which it holds their minds.
Under these two heads – viz., oppression of the weak and defenseless, with consequent
desolation, and the power of witchcraft over the minds of the people, we may bring most of the
troubles with which they are afflicted.
When we look abroad, and consider the history of down-trodden races and their struggles
after liberty of body and mind, we naturally ask where did they look for help, and what power
has proved itself their best friend, and, after long struggles, their deliverer? And we are
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constrained to answer: first, right views of God and His relations to man; and, as arising from
these, right views of their relations the one to the other.
History and experience having taught us this, when we meet with such a down-trodden
people as most of the Africans are, and so much under the power of witchcraft, we naturally turn
to the remedy which has been found successful in the past and resolve to try it again.
What are the remedies?
There are physical and moral means, such as the punishment of the oppressor, the
depriving him of his power to destroy, and the establishment of an equitable and strong power to
which appeal can be made, and from which help may be expected to come to prevent and put a
stop to oppression and cruelty; such we look for in a government, especially that of an
enlightened race who, emancipated themselves, know how to emancipate others.
Again, there is the power that comes from an upright, blameless life, regardful of and
caring for others in their bodily as well as their mental and spiritual condition. In order to
accomplish their relief oppressors as well as oppressed are brought under the power of education,
mental as well as physical, in the course of which old views and beliefs become gradually
displaced and lose their power. Physical education – that is, training the hands to work, as in
industrial missions – has proved in Africa one of the most effective means of altering the views
and beliefs of the people, and leading them to see the absurdity of many of their former
positions, and thus becoming itself a valuable aid to the acquisition of truer views of things.
Again, let us look at witchcraft and the power of the evil yee, how it holds enthralled the
minds and hearts of the people.
May I give an example?
Recently a man came to me suffering from double pneumonia. His wants as to medicine,
food, and nursing were attended to. After having suffered severely for some weeks he was on his
way to recovery, when one day he said to me: “When I get better I want to go and build and live
away from the village, for I feel that this illness has come upon me because somebody has
bewitched me, and I want thus to put myself out of his reach and power.”
Argument with such as these is useless. You may try and prove to them how baseless
their views are, and how powerless the person whom they suspect are to injure them: they will
not believe. The idea or belief has become through long years ingrained into their minds, and
nothing but a revolution in their thoughts and ideas taking place produced by some power
adequate to the task, is capable of loosening and freeing them from its thrall.
Other cruel customs there are, such as the killing of slaves at the burial of a chief or his
relatives, which was common formerly; also that of revenge (where on man has killed another),
which duty falls on the family of the deceased, and the carrying out of which has led to blood
feuds going on from generation to generation.
How are these things to be remedied?
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(1) By establishing a firm and just government? – Yes.
(2) By educating the people and showing them the evil and its dire consequences? – Yes.
(3) But also, and mainly, by carrying that to the people which has been proved in the past
to have overthrown these evils, and which has led men to abandon them by changing their hearts,
by altering their attitude to one another, by showing them what is outside of them, above them, in
and around them; even God, a good, gracious, merciful Father, tender-hearted, forgiving,
earnestly seeking the salvation of His children wheresoever they have wandered, and of which
He has given full and sufficient proof in the gift of His only Son, Jesus Christ.

Pg 271 – “In Memoriam. Dr. Charles B.
Mather, of Kawimbe”
Once more our Society has to mourn
the death of a brave young comrade; once
more the oft-bereaved Central African
Mission has lost a devoted worker.

A cablegram, bearing the message
“Mather died July 11th,” reached us just as the
last Chronicle went to press, and now the
fuller particulars are to hand of the brief
illness and last few days of our dear friend.
His colleague, the Rev. John May, B.A.,
writes: - “On Wednesday, July 6th, he
complained of a fever and kept to his room.
On Friday we dispatched messengers to
Kambole early in the morning to summon Dr.
Mackay. He was very weak on Saturday, and
it was with great difficulty I was able to give
him nourishment. From Thursday till Sunday
he was more or less in a mild delirium, but on
Sunday he had lucid intervals, and was able to
say what he though the illness was. Early on
Monday morning runners were sent to hasten
Dr. Mackay, but he could not get here till 6:45 p.m. that day, seven hours after Dr. Mather had
peacefully passed away.
“On Saturday morning I asked him if he would like me to read anything, and he assented,
telling me to choose a passage. I read the 23rd Psalm and Matt. xxviii., vv. 18-20. Afterwards he
said ‘Thank you.’ I also tried to remind him of the address he wrote for the last devotional
meeting at Kambole, on the words ‘Lo, I am with you always, even unto the end of the world,’
saying how true they were for him then.
“On the Sunday evening preceding his illness he read, at our little gathering, the chapter
on ‘The Witness of James,’ from the Rev. John Smith’s little book, entitled ‘Fellowship.’ The
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closing words were: ‘They shall at last receive the crown, and stand perfect and complete in all
the will of God.’ Little did he think how soon those words were to be fulfilled in his own case!
“On Tuesday, July 12th, at 11 a.m., a service was held in the church, at which Dr.
Mackay, Mr. Robertson, and I took part, as well as Kalulu, who prayed and spoke to the people.
Afterwards the twelve headmen of the village carried the coffin (covered with blue cloth, with a
bunch of flowers on it) to the grave on the side of a hill opposite the station, and the people spent
the rest of the day mourning. Several native chiefs were present at the funeral with their
followers.
“It is a terrible blow to us all in the Mission, and Mrs. May and I, who have lived under
his roof for the last seven or eight months, feel it very deeply. The more we knew him, the more
we respected and loved him.”
Dr. Mather was the son of the Rev. R.C. Mather, LL.D., who was a missionary of the
Society in India for more than forty years.
He was born in 1858, educated in Edinburgh chiefly, and was associated for four or five
years with the Cowgate Dispensary there.
He started for Central Africa in 1888, and landed in Zanzibar on July 11th. Exactly ten
years later, on the same day of the month, he was called to enter “that other country which is a
heavenly.”
In 1891, Dr. Mather married Miss H.S. Mawson, of London, and fifteen months later he
was called to part with her and his baby son.

Pg 276 – “Announcements”
Births

May – On June 12th, at Kawimbe, Central Africa, the wife of the Rev. John May, B.A., of
a son (still-born).

December
Pg 281 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, October 25th, 1898 – Mr. F.H. Hawkins, LL.B., in the Chair. Number of
Directors present, 73.
The Foreign Secretary reported that intelligence of the death of Mrs. Govan Robertson, of
Central Africa, had been received by telegram, and the Board expressed its deep sympathy with
Mr. Robertson in his heavy bereavement.

Pg 294 – “News from our Stations”
Central Africa
Fruits of Dr. Mather’s Work
The Rev. John May, B.A., wrote to the Foreign Secretary on August 3rd from Kawimbe,
Lake Tanganyika: - “We are much encouraged in our work here. I give the teachers an English
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class four times a week, and find they have quite a thirst for knowledge. The school is going on
well. But what we are most thankful for is that three teachers – Maluti, Kisama, and Kawendami
– came to me last Sunday and said they wished to be baptized. We feel sure they are prepared for
such a step. As Kalulu expressed it, they are ‘walking well.’ Maluti spoke to Dr. Mather last
year, and has attended the inquirers’ class for six months; so on Sunday we hope not only to
baptize him, but also to receive him into church fellowship. Kisama and Kawendami we purpose
baptizing only. It seems that it is the first time they have spoken. A further probation of six
months, we think, will be advisable for them. This is the result of the labors of previous
missionaries, and, I believe, of Dr. Mather especially. I feel sure his year of work here will
produce a golden harvest. His influence and teaching seem to have made a real impression.
Many others, we hope, will soon be coming forward.” Accordingly, on August 7th, Mr. May
baptized Maluti, Kisama, Kawendami, and Keela, the wife of Kisesa, a church member. At the
communion service in the afternoon, Maluti was received into church fellowship. Mr. May adds
the following striking testimony to the character of the late Dr. Mather: - “You (the Foreign
Secretary) knew Dr. Mather well, and appreciated him, I am sure, and would realize the loss to
the Mission far more than we can. But as a man, few could know him as intimately as Mrs. May
and I, who lived with him so long. We hope we were able to make those last months of his life a
little brighter than the previous year was. He was kindness itself to us, and did more for us than
we can tell just when we needed help sorely. I felt it was a privilege to work under him. It has
been spending training for me. Much of his reserve disappeared in his intercourse with us; and
often he could be quite merry. But we always felt how lonely, sadly lonely, he was. What struck
us in his character was his self-forgetfulness – always ready to help others, without considering
himself. Then he was very unassuming – sometimes, we thought, too much so. He has been
taken from his work when in his very prime, it seemed to us – just when there seemed to be
indications of fruit from his labors. The ‘boys’ who had been most in contact with him were
terribly cut up, especially Kalulu and Kahatwe, his cook – both members of the church. I see his
monument, not in the fine workshops he built, nor even in the work he did at the language, nor in
the sick people he cured, but chiefly in the strong Christian character of some of our teachers and
church members, whom he has influenced. We are hoping and praying for and expecting a rich
harvest as a result of his patient, earnest work for the Master. As I told the people at the funeral
service, he gave his life for them. We cannot understand why he was taken, from the point of
view of the work; but we seem to understand it as regards him. You will forgive my writing thus;
but it is a relief to speak out about one who was so good to me, and whom I had learnt to love.”

Pg 299 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

Mrs. W. Govan Robertson, who died at Kawimbe in August, was born in Oban, Scotland,
where her father, Mr. J. Fraser Sim, was land agent and architect. She early distinguished herself
in school and Bible-class, and endeared herself to all. She was a member of the Free Church of
Scotland, under the pastorate of the Rev. D.D. Roberston, whose son, Mr. W. Govan Robertson,
she ultimately married, and who now mourns his great loss. Only a little more than one short
year ago she and her husband left for their distant field of labor. In the long journey up country
she learned to love the simple-hearted kindly negroes, and wrote with always increasing warmth
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and enthusiasm of her joy at being among them. Her reception at Kawimbe took her by storm, as
the natives vied with each other in showing her kindness. She was very musical, and, with the aid
of an organ sent from Helensburgh, delighted to gather the children together and teach them
hymns. Her short work on earth is over; to evangelize dark Africa costs much; but neither she
nor the many brave witnesses who have found graves there would count the price too great. The
Lord of Glory led the way in the army of Christian martyrs.

Pg 300 – “Announcements”
Births

Johnson – At Kawimbe, Central Africa, July 23rd, the wife of the Rev. H. Johnson, of a
daughter.
Deaths

Robertson – At Kawimbe, Central Africa, August, the wife of the Rev. W. Govan
Robertson

1899
January
Pg 9 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

The Rev. J. May has sent particulars of the fatal illness of Mrs. Robertson, at Kawimbe,
Lake Tanganyika, on August 24th. He says: “Her faith was beautiful to witness, and she felt
beneath her the Everlasting Arms. Towards the last she said, ‘I will trust and not be afraid.’ Thus
is another life laid down for Africa – an earnest of the rich harvest to be ingathered here in days
to come. Her short, sweet life in our midst has done us all good, and her death has brought
heaven nearer.” Mr. Govan Roberston adds: “My wife said near the end, ‘Tell mother I am glad I
came to Africa.’ Her work has been short but true. Life is not counted by hours, but deeds. She
was dearly loved by the people, and loved them with her whole heart. Her short life was ruled by
‘duty,’ and that based upon ‘love.’”

February
Pg 27 – “Notes from Headquarters”
From the Foreign Secretary
Not long ago the Society was appealing for a fully-qualified medical missionary for the
new work in Hunan. That appeal was responded to by Mr. Earnest C. Peake, M.B.Ch.B., who is
now on his way out to China to enter upon this important post. Now the need is in Central
Africa, and it is equally urgent. The death of Dr. Mather has been a great loss to the Mission. He
was beloved and trusted by all who knew him, and his services were constantly in request. The
stations are so far apart that a medical missionary residing at one of them is of very little use at
the others, especially in cases of sudden emergency. In that climate disease and accident take a
very rapid course. If medical assistance can be given promptly, it is of very great value. If it has
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to be delayed for two or three days, or even more, while a messenger goes to a station forty miles
away, and brings back the doctor, the risk of a fatal issue of any trouble becomes very great. The
Society needs a strong man, physically strong and professionally capable, a man of resource and
judgement, and one whose temperament and disposition will make him a “brother beloved,”
even under the trying conditions of a tropical climate. For a skillful physician of earnest
Christian character and truly evangelistic spirit, the opportunity of unique Christian service is an
exceptionally interesting one.
R. Wardlaw Thompson.

Pg 48 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

Mr. A.J Swann, who is now Her Majesty’s Consular Judicial Officer at Kota Kota, has
written to the Rev. J. May, expressing to our missionaries, and through them to the Directors, his
deepest sympathy with them on account of the death of Dr. C.B. Mather, his former colleague.

March
Pg 70 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

The Rev. J. May, secretary of the Tanganyika District Committee writes: “Will you
kindly convey the thanks of our District Committee to the L.M.S. party at Keswick, 1898, who
very kindly sent us a postcard of greeting, and affixed their names.”

April
Pg 75 – “Notes from Headquarters”

The appeal, made more than once, for a medical missionary for the Central African
Mission has not yet met with any response. Are there not amongst the readers of the Chronicle
young Christian medical men who are not yet settled in their life’s work, and to whom the
pressing need of this important Mission might well come as a call from Christ to go out to the
front of the battle as His ministers to the suffering?

May
Pg 119 – “News from our Stations”
South Africa
Christmas at Kawimbe
Mr. May writes: “At the morning service on Christmas-day I baptized Charles
Kaongoloka, who came to us of his own accord last week to say he wanted to follow Christ.
Before all the people, eight or nine hundred in number, I asked him why he wished to be
baptized. He made a good confession – ‘I choose the way of Jesus Christ, my Lord.’ He was one
of those who spoke to Dr. Mather last year, as mentioned in his report. On Monday we began our
rejoicings with a short service in the church. Then we had races and jumping, which caused
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much amusement. Prizes were distributed in the afternoon by Mrs. May, and in the evening
magic-lantern pictures gave much delight.”

June
Pg 121 – “The Story of the Year”
…

Changes
Anxiety and Blessing
The year that has now closed has been a time of rich and varied blessing, though of many
anxieties. The ravages of the plague in South India, the revolution in China, the serious political
trouble in Samoa, have all had an effect upon mission work. But the dominant note of the year
has been movement and progress. There have, of course, been some changes and some losses.
No year passes without the transfer of some members of the company of workers from the
earthly ministries to the heavenly rest and service, and no year passes in which from one cause or
another there are not changes in the personnel of the staff. The death-roll has been a heavy one,
alike in the number and in the quality of those who have been called away.
The Death-Roll
…
Dr. Mather
Dr. Charles B. Mather, of the Central African Mission, was a man of quiet and reserved
nature, but a devoted missionary, utterly forgetful of himself in caring for others, and greatly
trusted and beloved by the people among whom he was laboring. He lost his young wife and
infant child in Central Africa in 1892, and now his remains rest with theirs in the center of the
dark continent.
…
Missionaries’ Wives
Mrs. Govan Robertson had been but a few months in Central Africa, just long enough to
awaken the liveliest hopes that she would prove a most useful member of the Mission. Her last
message was: “Tell mother I am glad I came to Africa.”
…
Reports from Stations
The Opening of Central Africa
Central Africa has been prominently before the public in connection with the bold and
far-sighted proposals of Mr. Rhodes and the British South Africa Company. Already the
Tanganyika plateau is within telegraphic communication with Great Britain, and is enjoying the
benefits of the ocean penny postage. The construction of a railway from Buluwayo to the lake is
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in serious contemplation. The strong tides of European enterprise and the eager quest for gain
will soon add to the population of those distant regions a new and disturbing element of white
prospectors, traders, and settlers. Meanwhile the Society’s Mission is carrying on a quiet work
by gathering round it the scattered remains of the native tribes of a once populous district, and is
awaiting permission from the Directors to push on to the Awemba and other tribes to the south
and west. The little company have been sorely tried by the deaths of Dr. Mather and Mrs. Govan
Robertson, but there has been much to cheer them in the progress of their work.

July
Pg 158 – “Notes from Headquarters”
From the Foreign Secretary
The need of a fully qualified medical missionary for Central Africa, to take the place of
the late Dr. Mather, has been mentioned again and again. It seems strange that while not a few
are willing to go to India or China, no one is prepared to volunteer for this post in Central Africa.
The Society is now in need of men to fill three other vacancies, all specially of an educational
kind. We require a certified missionary teacher to take charge of the Boarding School at Tereora
in Rarotonga. An earnest strong man, with a wife equally earnest and practical, would find here a
most interesting sphere of labor. Educational missionaries are also required for the Boarding and
High School connected with the Society’s mission at Peking, and for the mission in Shanghai. It
is not indispensable that either of these should be certificated teachers, but they should be men
apt to teach, and, if possible, University graduates. If I could reach the ear of students in Scotland
I would press these openings specially upon their attention. The work in each case is urgent. We
ought to be able to send out all three during the course of the present year. R. Wardlaw
Thompson.

Pg 159 – “Proceedings of the Board”

Board Meeting, May 30th, 1899. Mr. F.H. Hawkins, LL.B., in the chair, until the election
of his successor, the Rev. W. Bolton, M.A. Number of Directors present, 107.
The Rev. R. Wardlaw Thompson introduced Dr. Eliot Curwen and Mrs. Curwen, from
Peking; the Rev. J. Richardson, late of Madagascar, who is about to leave for South Africa to
prepare for entrance upon the work of Principal of the proposed Central School for
Bechuanaland; and Mr. A.D. Purves, returning to Central Africa… Mr. Purves was very anxious
to undertake work among the Awemba, but the question of advance in that direction had not yet
been considered by the Directors… Mr. Purves stated that those who had decided for Christ
through their Central African Mission had shown by their lives and conduct that they had the
makings of strong Christians. – Special prayer was offered by the Rev. J.P. Gledstone.

Pg 175 – “From the Secretary of the Watcher’s Band”
Special Call to Prayer

The Society is in need of two workers at the present moment – (1) a strong, devoted,
fully-equipped medical man for Central Africa, to take the late Dr. Mather’s place; and (2) a
married schoolmaster for the Tereora School in Rarotonga, South Seas. Will all our Watchers
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please pray earnestly that God will send us these two men – men after His own heart – and let us
all look for the answer to our prayers?

Pg 180 – “Announcements”
Departures
Mr. A.D. Purves and Mrs. Purves, returning to Fwambo, Central Africa, embarked per
steamer Ifafa, for Chinde, June 7th.

October
Pg 231 – “Notes from Headquarters”
From the Home Secretary
Those who carefully watch the Society’s expenditure will be glad to have the following
table, showing how each sovereign was divided amongst the different parts of our work during
the past financial year:Proportionate Expenditure of each Sovereign
On account ofs.
d.
China Mission
3
9½
North India Mission
2
5
South India Mission
4
3½
Madagascar Mission
2
0½
South Africa Mission
1
2
Central Africa Mission
8¼
West Indies
¾
Polynesia
2
0¼
Ships
11½
Deputation
½
Preparation of Missionaries
1
Superannuated Missionaries, Widows, etc. 9¼
Collection of Funds, Home
Administration, and Publications 1
8
––––––––
20
0
N.B. – In comparing the above analysis with the Expenditure Statement in the Annual
Report, omit from the latter the amounts shown as “Locally received and expended” at the
Missions. Arthur N. Johnson

November
Pg 266 – “A Palmy Plain”

By the Rev. John May, of Kawimbe

Central Africa boasts of “many a palmy plain.” The one I have in my mind’s eye is a few
miles south of Kawimbe, near the Stevenson Road, which connects Lakes Nyassa and
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Tanganyika. It is a large fertile plain, well watered, and dotted with trees. In some parts they
grow in fine clusters, interspersed with graceful raphia palms. We generally speak of it as the
Saisi Valley, for the River Saisi, rising in Mount Sunzu, flows through it into Lake Rukwa, in
German East Africa.
Numerous villages are scattered about, the total population of which must reach some
thousands, who are under two head chiefs, Kera and Penza. Last year Dr. Mather was hoping to
build schools in the principal villages, but his plans were frustrated by death. However, he had so
interested some of the Kawimbe people in what he proposed to do that a year ago they brought
voluntary offerings in kind to help in the work.
In September Kiololoka, one of our head teachers, asked permission to go on an
evangelistic tour in the Saisi Valley, a request which we readily granted. He visited upwards of
twenty villages, and was gratified at the hearing given to his message. This was the first step
towards an extension anticipated by previous missionaries. Week by week preaching was carried
on by our Christian teachers. After an interval during which the work was interrupted by a
collision between Kera and officials of the British South Africa Company, I made a tour in the
Valley at the end of last January, visiting chiefs, preaching, and holding children’s services.
No obstacles were placed in the way of our building schools in the larger villages, and
besides the continuation of the weekly evangelistic work, the direct outcome of my visit was the
starting of a school at Kafola’s village, within easy reach of Kawimbe. Several boys and girls
were living there who had previously attended the school at Ng’ondo, on the Society’s land. It
seemed a pity that what they had previously learnt should be forgotten. Here were the materials
at hand ready to be organized into a school.
We chose the brightest scholar as chief teacher, and three younger boys to help him. A
Kawimbe teacher was sent to give them a start. When my wife and I paid a visit to the Valley
two months later, we were surprised at the progress made.
As the children used to gather in two small native huts, we held out the hope of having a
good schoolhouse built in the dry season. That hope is now being realized. My heart was filled
with gratitude and rejoicing when last week I saw the first school being erected in the Saisi
Valley. We call it Kafola’s school, from the name of the chief.
What gives us much satisfaction is the fact that the children of the school, the people of
the village, and some from two adjacent villages, are voluntarily helping in its erection. The
adults bring poles and palm branches, and the children prepare long strips of bark for lashing the
poles together, or help the builder in any way they can. Moreover, the gifts of the people here
amount to about £3, taking the form of fowls and wheat, spears, axes, arrows, and hoes;
bracelets, beads, calico, and silver. Thus the school will be built largely by native contributions
and voluntary labor.
Speaking now of Kawimbe, it is a great joy to us to see the work of previous missionaries
bearing fruit. The recent baptism of Maliwanda, a school teacher and blacksmith, gives evidence
of this. He was taught his trade by Mr. Carson, and is a good workman. Afterwards he came
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under Dr. Mather’s influence, and has been a regular attendant at the Inquirers’ class. We had
noticed his earnestness, and were not surprised when he told us of his wish to follow Jesus and
be baptized. His friend Nyangye, also a blacksmith, has confessed his love to Jesus and his desire
to be baptized. As a proof of his sincerity, he has given up the idea of marrying the young girl
who was betrothed to him as his second wife, and resolves to keep to his first wife alone. It was a
severe test, but he has been enabled to make the sacrifice for Christ’s sake.
This is the day of small things in our Mission. We are sowing, as well as reaping a little
of what others have sown in days gone by.
In the Free Church of Scotland Mission, on the western side of Lake Nyassa, the
missionaries are having a veritable harvest home. In a letter we have just received from Dr.
Laws, the veteran missionary at Livingstonia, he writes:
“There is yet much land to be possessed, and if Christ’s Church do not do this, then the
devil will but get it the more firmly in his grasp. You will rejoice with us when I tell you of the
ingathering we have had in Ngoni-land. On Saturday, May 6th, 309 adults were baptized, and on
Sabbath 148 children; while (including Europeans) 672 sat down at the Lord’s Table. What a
change! There are 1.700 catechumens, and how to care for all with our present staff is a question
we can hardly answer.”
We, too, hope for like ingatherings in the days to come. Imagination, illuminated by faith,
sees in the future an abundant harvest in the regions of Tanganyika such as our brethren near
Nyassa are now reaping. We pray for great things, and we have Christ’s assurance that greater
works than His shall we do, because He has gone to the Father.
All power is given to Christ in heaven and in Africa, therefore Livingstone went forth to
proclaim good tidings to the benighted Africans, and to set at liberty the slaves. Therefore it is
laid upon us to carry forward his work.
Slavery hardly exists now in any part of British Central Africa; but how few of the slaves
of sin and Satan have yet been liberated. We are proud and thankful that Livingstone was a
missionary of our beloved Society. But if we are not willing to go forward in the work he
initiated, we shall have cause to blush for very shame when we hear his name mentioned. Are we
entering into his dying prayer for Africa?
Our Mission has attained its majority, but it has now few male missionaries in the field
than when it was originated!
Ought this to be? Are there no men with the spirit of the noble band of pioneers who
started from the Each Coast to reach the shores of Tanganyika? Are there none willing to find
their lives in Central Africa? Yea, verily; and a glorious work awaits them!
A large part of the Awemba country is waiting for us to begin work amongst its
numerous tribes. Already a Roman Catholic Mission is working in another part. Shall we not
seize the favorable opportunity? Surely “the set time is come.”
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Our Directors are anxious to extend the Misison westward towards Lake Mweru and
south-west towards Lake Bangweolo, where the heart of Livingstone lies buried. (Could his heart
be elsewhere than in Africa?)
We who are working here, longing to reach the multitudes of Awembe who have never
heard of the love of Jesus, are praying without ceasing, and looking to God to move the hearts of
men and women at home to offer themselves for this great work, and to stir the churches to give
cheerfully for their equipment and support. We have no fear as to the result.
“In the beauty of the lilies Christ was born across the sea,
With a glory in His bosom that transfigures you and me.
As he died to make men holy, let us die to make them free,
For God is marching on!”

December
Pg 298 – “News from our Stations”
Central Africa
Good News from Central Africa
The Rev. H. Johnson, of Kambole, has been spending a considerable time during the first
half of this year in visiting the surrounding villages. He writes: “I have visited fifteen Liendwe
villages seven times each, and on each occasion have preached the Gospel; so in the Liendwe
valley alone I have conducted over a hundred services during the last four months. I am intensely
happy in this work, and desire nothing better in this life than the privilege of continuing it. In six
villages the chiefs have promised to erect small schools, for which I have undertaken to find
teachers. And this, I believe, is only a beginning.”

Pg 299 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

The Rev. J. and Mrs. May have been on a short visit to the Livingstone Mission at
Karonga for a health trip, and to hand over Mr. Robertson’s motherless infant to Dr. and Mrs.
Laws to bring to Scotland. Mr. May says that a great work is going on at Karonga, which bids
fair to become the Lovedale of Central Africa.

1900
January
Pg 11 – “The Coming of the Kingdom”

“After this manner therefore pray ye: ‘Thy kingdom come.’”

It is proposed to set forth in this column, from month to month, such items of current
news as seem to bear on the coming of the Kingdom of God. There may sometimes be divergence
of opinion as to the bearing of a given event on the progress of that Kingdom. The Editor,
however, ventures to hope that the column, as a whole, will call forth such heartfelt praise to
God that any difference of opinion as to detail will be overlooked.
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We gladly place in this column the good news of brighter prospects in our Central
African Mission. Dr. Laws, of Livingstonia, who is now home on furlough, has spoken with the
greatest hopefulness of the prospects of our mission, and the missionaries themselves have in
recent letters struck a new note of faith and hope. The great Awemba country, to the south of the
mission, will, we may hope, soon be entered and occupied. We still wait for the medical
missionary to take the place of the late Dr. Mather. Let the New Year be marked by strong prayer
for our Central African Mission.

February
Pg 41 – “The Month’s Mail”
Central Africa
Continued Good News
The Rev. Harry Johnson, who is coming home on furlough early this year, writes: - “The
work of the past few months has been so encouraging that I would not willingly exchange this
sphere of labor for any other in the whole world. During this season I have induced four chiefs to
build schools (and in one case a teacher’s house also) in their villages, without a penny of
expense to the Society. I have established regular preaching work in nineteen villages, whilst in
the Liendwe Valley (upwards of twenty miles from Kambole) I have conducted 145 services
during the last six months.”
Growth of Industrial Work
Mr. and Mrs. Purves have reached Fwambo in safety, and have been warmly welcomed
by the villagers and chiefs. Mr. Purves writes: - “During my absence the industrial department
has developed to such an extent that I shall be able this year to more than pay all the working
expenses of the station by the proceeds derived from it.”

Pg 47 – “The Board Room”
Central Africa

The number of Directors present on December 19th was only 39, and little business of
importance was done,
A discussion on the future of our Central African Mission was adjourned for one month,
in order to secure a more representative expression of opinion.
Appointments
At the Board meeting on January 9th there were present 53 Directors.
Mr. Percy Milledge (Cheshunt) and Mr. Thos. Tester (Hackney) were appointed to
Madagascar, and the Rev. G. Mackendrick to Central Africa. An offer of service from Mr.
Emlyn H. Davies (Bala-Bangor) was accepted, subject to a favorable medical report.
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Pg 48 – “Announcements”
Arrival
The Rev. Percy W. Jones, from Lake Tanganyika, Central Africa, per steamer Illovo, on
December 19th.

April
Pg 76 – “The Coming of the Kingdom”

“The Kingdom of God is like unto heaven.”

In November last was organized the Presbyterian Church of Central Africa, the
Presbytery of North Livingstonia being then constituted, with Dr. Elmslie as first Moderator.

Pg 91 – The Missionaries’ Page”
“After Many Days”

Mr. Isaac Dodgshun, of Leeds
By the death of Mr. Isaac Dodgshun, of Leeds, on February 2nd, the London Missionary
Society lost a warm friend and supporter of more than half a century’s standing. Mr. Dodgshun
was born in 1817, and from his early manhood took a keen interest in all religious work, the two
objects which particularly claimed his devotion being his own church (Queen Street, Leeds) and
the London Missionary Society. For nearly a quarter of a century he was treasurer of the Leeds
Auxiliary to the L.M.S., transferring the office less than two years ago to his son, Mr. G.F.
Dodgshun. The famous “Missionary Breakfasts,” at which for many years past he invited the
missionary workers of the district to meet the deputation at the time of the annual auxiliary
meetings, were occasions that did much to stimulate enthusiasm and spread information among
the churches. Mr. Dodgshun has not only given time and though and money to the cause of
foreign missions; in 1877 he gave one of his sons, Arthur William Dodgshun, who was
appointed to the new Central African Mission on Lake Tanganyika, and who, by his early death
at Ujiji in 1879, won an honorable place in the list of Christian martyrs who have laid down their
lives for Africa. Mr. Dodgshun has left a substantial legacy to the Society he served so long and
so lovingly; and what is better, he has left sons and daughters who are worthily maintaining their
family connection with the London Missionary Society.

Pg 93 – “The Board Room”

The meeting of the Directors on February 27th was short and uneventful, but several
matters of interest were dealt with. On the recommendation of the Ship Committee, the
resignation of Capt. Hore from the command of the John Williams was accepted, after five years’
service as captain, and Capt. Wyrill was appointed to succeed him.
Mr. W. Draper, formerly of the Urambo Mission, was appointed to the Tanganyika
Mission, Central Africa.
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May
Pg 120 – “Announcements”
Births

Johnson – At Kambole, Lake Tanganyika, on December 21st, 1899, the wife of the Rev.
H. Johnson, of a son.

June
Pg 123 – “The Story of the Year”
…

Review of the Fields After a Hundred Years
From the Central African Mission also comes the news of good work done, especially in
the Industrial Department. So large a sum was realized by the growth of wheat and by industrial
work that the whole of the local expenses of the mission were met. The reports of the mission are
full of encouragement in the evidence they furnish of a true spiritual work begun in the hearts of
some of the people, especially among the young. The powerful tribes of the Awemba, to the
West, are now accessible, and are eager to have teachers, and the missionaries feel that the time
has come for a vigorous advance into the Awemba country.

Pg 159 – “Personal Notes”
Central Africa
Mr. and Mrs. Purves have been away from their station on a tour of inspection to the
Awemba country, where it is hoped soon to begin work.

Pg 160 – “Announcements”
Births

May – At Kawimbe, Lake Tanganyika, British South Africa, on March 8th the wife of the
Rev. John May, B.A., of a son.

July
Pg 178 – “Personal Notes”

Rev. Harry Johnson left Kawimbe (Central Africa) on his return home on June 1st. – Mr.
Govan Robertson has returned from a most encouraging evangelistic tour to Kasanga. “The work
there is remarkably promising, the Sunday services are large, and there are three good Bibleclasses.” – Mr. Purves gives a most favorable report as the result of his tour of inspection to the
Awemba country. We hope to reproduce his report in our next issue.

Pg 182 – “The Board Room”
Welcome and Farewell

There was again a good attendance at the Board meeting held on June 12th, 86 Directors
being present. Mr. Crosfield was in the chair. There was quite a small army of missionaries to be
introduced to the Board, seven going out for the first time, one returning to the field, and six
home on furlough. The new recruits were the Revs. G. Mackendrick (Central Africa) and J.
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Richardson (Madagascar), Messrs. H. M. W. Bevan (Shanghai), W.J. Saville and C.F. Rich
(New Guinea), and Perry H. Hall (Rarotonga), with Miss Ella E. Sharp (Bechuanaland). Mr. W.
Draper was returning to Central Africa, though not to his old station at Urambo.

August
Pg 204 – “Missions in South Africa”

Work and Workers tells a pathetic story of the lonely death of a Norwegian missionary in
South Africa. Believing himself called of God to preach to the heathen, he went out to Africa,
unattached to any society, worked at the Buluwayo brickfields till he had earned a little money,
then built his little church away out on the veldt and preached to the natives – all alone, unaided,
unknown. When his funds were exhausted he went back to the brickfields for a time and earned
more money. By-and-by he was taken ill with fever, and there, in the building which did duty for
church and house together (only a rude partition separating them) he lay for days unconscious,
deserted even by the natives for whom he had labored so faithfully. He was found by a white
man when at the point of death; every effort was made to save him, but he passed away within a
few hours – a true comrade of the noble army of martyrs.

Pg 208 – “Announcements”
Departures
Mr. W. Draper and Rev. G. Mackendrick, appointed to the Central African Mission,
embarked at London, per steamer Inyoni, on June 21st.
Ordinations
On June 6th an interesting service was held at Dundas Street Church, Glasgow, at which
the Rev. G. Mackendrick, formerly pastor of Langholm Church, was set apart as a missionary to
Central Africa. The Rev. George Gladstone presided, and various ministers and friends took part
in the service.

September
Pg 227 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

Mr. Johnson left Kawimbe for the coast on June 1st, on his way home on furlough.

Pg 232 – “The Board Room”
A Munificent Offer

A letter was read from Mr. Robert Arthington, of Leeds, offering £10,000 [~$1.7 million
in 2022] for the establishment of a mission to the Awemba in Central Africa. The offer was
gratefully accepted, and it was decided to consult the Tanganyika District Committee as to the
arrangements to be made for the proposed mission.

October
Pg 242 – “Tanganyika Notes”

By the Rev. John May, B.A.
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We have opened six new schools this year, making a total of sixteen out-schools in
connection with Kawimbe. Two of these were started spontaneously by boys wishing to teach
the children in their own villages. I think there is a misunderstanding in the minds of many
people at home as to what missionary school-work means. It is by no means what is called
“secular” education. Scripture teaching is an essential part of it: school is always opened with
hymn and prayer; moreover, wherever schools exist, there evangelistic services are held also. In
fact, the school is – at any rate in our mission – the center of Christian instruction and
evangelistic work.

Last evening (June 27th) four young men came to me, saying they wanted to enter the
Kingdom of God. Two of them are carpenters and two teachers. It is incidents of this kind which
make the strain and wear of the work infinitely worth while. For the last ten months these words
have continually been in my mind: “Open thy mouth wide, and I will fill it.” It is a glorious
promise.
The Livingstonia Mission of the Free Church of Scotland is to hold special meetings next
October in celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of the mission. We have
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all been invited to attend, but it would be difficult for most of us to go. We hope, however, that
Mr. Robertson will be able to represent us. It will give him a well-earned holiday, and we hope
he will bring back to us the stimulus derived from meeting so many of our fellow-workers for
Christ.

Pg 247 – “The Month’s Mail”
Central Africa
Tidings from Tanganyika
The Rev. John May writes: - “Since the beginning of the year we have baptized three
men at Kawimbe, and received another into the church fellowship. Besides these, five men and
three women have spoken to us of their desire to follow Christ. Two of these are middle-aged
men; and of the women, two are the wives of church members, and the other is the mother of the
evangelist Kiololoka. We have formed a catechumens’ class for the further instruction in
Christian truth of those who have confessed their faith in Christ. The inquirers’ class is well
attended by men and women. Several church members and teachers bring their wives, and these
bring their babies, who (for the credit of Central African babies be it said) behave beautifully.
Since Dr. Mackay returned to Kambole from Kawimbe, we have had the pleasure of a visit from
Dr. Scott, of the Livingstonia Mission, Mwenzo, and the benefit of his kindness and skill. Two of
the staff of the African Transcontinental Telegraph Company have been treated by him here for
severe fever, contracted whilst surveying on the shores of Tanganyika in the rainy season. Also
he has attended some of our number when laid up with fever. This is by no means the only
instance of our indebtedness to the Livingstonia Mission.”

Pg 254 – “The Board Room”
Welcome and Farewell

There was a good attendance of Directors on September 11th, the first meeting after the
vacation. In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. S. Massey presided. After prayer by the Rev.
W.A.H. Legg, M.A., of Maidstone, the Foreign Secretary introduced the Rev. T. Haines
(Bellary), the Rev. S.E. and Mrs. Meech (Chi Chou), the Rev. Harry Johnson (Central Africa),
and the Rev. A.E. and Mrs. Jennings (Barkly West), all home on furlough or sick leave; the Rev.
Jas. Sharman, returning to Madagascar, and the Rev. Joseph and Mrs. King returning to
Australia; and the Rev. Chas. Phillips, of Johannesburg, formerly a missionary of the Society.
Addresses of Missionaries
Mr. Johnson gave a most encouraging account of the work in Central Africa, and urged
that the recent gift of £10,000 should be put to use at once in establishing a mission among the
Awemba.

Pg 256 – “Announcements”
Arrivals
Rev. Harry Johnson, Mrs. Johnson, and two children, from Lake Tanganyika, Central
Africa, and Mrs. Wookey, from Molepolole, South Africa, per steamer Kinfauns Castle, August
18th.
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November
Pg 264

The Moravian Brethren who have been sent out to the Unyamwesi district in the German
East African Protectorate have had their first year mainly taken up with building operations, and
there is plenty of activity as a result of Western civilization. The impartial administration of
justice is already having a wholesome effect. The four chiefs who rule in the district under
German authority attend the mission church at Urambo, but keep thus far to their heathen
practices and observe a friendly neutrality, while the attitude of the people is one of absolute
indifference. The wives occupy a very inferior position, and may not even call their husband by
his name, but have to address him as “the son of his mother.” Missionblatt der Brüdergemeine

Pg 274 – “The Abolition of Slavery”

“Africa,” the organ of a society for the moral and social development of the German
Protectorates, contains an article on the abolition of slavery in German East Africa, in which the
writer combats the popular prejudice as to the laziness and incapacity of the negro, proving from
the experience of England that the sacrifice she made for the extinction of slavery has been
abundantly repaid in the extraordinary increase of trade resulting from it, and instancing the
English trade-posts on the West African coast and the Niger trade, where commerce would have
been impossible while slavery existed. He also points to what has been done by the negro in
America, the Brazils, and Cuba, and the result of his investigations shows that the liberated negro
is a capable and efficient worker, and that it is most desirable to utilize this working power for
the interior of Africa, both for his own sake and on behalf of European interests. The writer goes
on to say that, apart from cruelties practiced, the lot of a slave is such as to involve a high rate of
mortality. Hence the necessity of ever-fresh supplies by slave raids. And though by the
establishment of German rule in East Africa the slave markets are closed, slave hunts suppressed,
and slave transports prohibited, such measures are practically rendered nugatory by smuggling,
so long as slavery continues as an institution, its continuance serving the slaver as a welcome
justification of his practice. Add to this the difficulty of finding out from the slave owner how far
his ownership is legitimate, or of getting at the truth from the slave who lives in fear of his
master’s revenge, and it becomes clear that the abolition of slavery itself can alone put a stop to
slave raids. As far as the German Protectorate is concerned, the principles of the Brussels
Convention of 1890 are applied in the main, and according to official returns the number of
manumitted slaves has increased from 467 in 1893 to 2,192 for the year 1897. The slave, once
feeling assured of adequate protection, has not hesitated to seek emancipation. Contraventions of
the Government decrees meet with substantial punishment; at the same time the social conditions
are such as require great tact, and the authorities rely most upon the moral influence of these
penal enactments for inspiring obedience.
It may as well be recognized that the sudden abolition of slavery by an authoritative fiat
is not possible. An institution which has taken such deep root in domestic and economic
relationships cannot be done away with by a mere stroke of the pen. A Government order to that
effect without offer of compensation would be tantamount to a declaration of war against the
Arabs, with whose moral and religious views the institution is closely interwoven. We have to
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look at the situation Their stock of slaves is their working capital. Just as we should object to
being deprived of our dividend-bearing slaves because usury is unlawful, or to being forbidden
the employment of servants because all men are equal, so the Arabs will not quietly submit to the
loss of their slave stock by emancipation without proper compensation. It would spell bankruptcy
to them. Even with compensation the greatest wisdom will be required if, in the transition from
slavery to free labor, an economic crisis is to be averted. When England proposed the abolition
of slavery at Zanzibar and Pemba, no step was taken until a thorough examination of the
probably consequences had first taken place, nad, when it was at last decided to yield to the
strong pressure of the philanthropists at home, especially of the Anti-Slavery Society, great
prudence was exercised by securing the consent of the Sultan of Zanzibar, by guaranteeing full
compensation, and by applying the decree only to slaves at work on the plantations, but
exempting domestic servants and female attendants. For the East African mainland the question
is a great deal more difficult, nor has England hitherto ventured to extend there her abolitionist
policy, for she is waiting to see what success attends the measure on the islands before taking
further steps. Of economic difficulties there has been, thus far, no sign; but, if the abolition on
the mainland presents these additional obstacles, we Germans, even more than the English, need
to hesitate before embarking upon a measure of this kind, seeing the German Diet will have no
money to spare for compensation.
Another point for consideration is the relation of the slave to his liberty. The “Memoirs of
an Arabian Princess” (the Sultan’s daughter) describe how on the day of emancipation the island
was suddenly overrun by some thousands of idlers, vagabonds, and thieves, whose idea of liberty
consisted in not having to work, and whom it did not trouble that they could no longer look to
their masters for food and shelter. We likewise remember how our efforts to rescue a number of
slaves from a slave-gang and to allot them to various mission stations were rewarded by most of
them running away because they found the new conditions of labor, order, and discipline more
distasteful than slave-life under an Arab. It is just among slaves that a large percentage of the
moral flotsam and jetsam is to be found, to whom sudden freedom would be a baneful present. A
missionary of large experience says on this point: “I have devoted my whole life to Africa, and it
has been one long struggle in the service of the slave; first, to deliver him from his master; next,
from himself.” However, if proper precautions are observed, a general aversion to labor need to
be apprehended after emancipation. The experience of the English colonies on the West Coast is
on this point conclusive.
As to practical suggestions preparing the way for emancipation, the writer considers it
most important to remove the Arabs gradually from the positions of trust enjoyed by them under
German rule, especially from administrative posts. The Arab will always intrigue against the
Christian authority, fanatical hatred of the “unbeliever” being part of his creed. In Mr. Johnston’s
report of 1894 (who acted as English Commissioner for British Central Africa at that time) the
following pregnant sentence occurs: “After five years of considerable experience, I have come to
the conclusion that the presence of Arabs is incompatible with the introduction of European
civilization, and that they will have to leave the interior sooner or later. On the coast it may be
possible to control them, as they have some interests at stake there. Those in Central Africa are
adventurers of the worst type.”
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After quoting several sections of the Zanzibar proclamation as suitable for adoption by
the German Protectorate, the writer concludes by advocating the principle of redemption by the
establishment of a special commission under Government control, which is gradually to buy up
the existing stock of slaves; the condition being that the slave undertakes to work out his
purchased freedom in the service where the authority places him. How soon he redeems himself
will thus depend on his own energy and capacity, while the Commissioners will ensure for him
protection and fair renumeration. When he has earned his freedom, employment will be ready for
him, either on the plantations or in the service of the Government; while the educational value to
himself of this method will be obvious. It will be a practical lesson to him as to the principles
which guide a Christian nation in the employment of labor. B. Hitjer

Pg 277 – “The Board Room”

At the Directors’ meeting on September 25th (Mr. Crosfield presiding)… The death of
Mrs. Thomson, widow of the late Rev. J.B. Thomson, of the Central African Mission, was
reported.
At the meeting on October 9th… An offer from Dr. S.H. Morris for service as medical
missionary in Central Africa was accepted with great thankfulness.

Pg 280 – “Announcements”
Deaths

Thomson – At Peckham, on September 16th, Elizabeth, the widow of the late Rev. J.B.
Thomson, of Central Africa, in her 58th year.

December
Pg 298 – “Personal Notes”
Africa

The semi-jubilee of the Livingstonia Mission Church (Free Church of Scotland) has just
been celebrated. Our Tanganyika Mission was represented by Mr. Govan Robertson.

Pg 299 – “The Ilamfiya”
A Barbarous Central African Custom
By Mr. A.D. Purves, of Kawimbe
One may be many years in the heart of Arica without becoming acquainted with some of
the native customs. I was five years living amongst the Amambwe and Alungu people near the
south end of Lake Tanganyika without even hearing the word “ilamfiya,” although it is the center
of the most cruel and barbarous custom I have known these benighted people to follow.
As will be seen from the accompanying photograph, the ilamfiya is in itself a harmless
article, although the natives do not think so. They are very much afraid of it, and say that if they
touch it they will lose their reason. Some of those, however, who have resided near the white
man for a time show no fear of it. The ilamfiya is simply a horn of the roan antelope, with a bell
mounted at one end, and a small basket at the other. It is balanced on an iron rod which is stuck
in the ground. Inside the basket is a piece of the portal bone of every chief killed in battle by the
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Awemba to whom it belonged. There is also a kind of native medicine, made from certain leaves,
inside the basket. The end of the basket is filled in with two kinds of clay, and the horns of small
Dyker antelopes. One side of it is red and the other is white. In the center is a loose horn, which
is taken out when the chief to whom the ilamfiya belongs kills another chief n battle; and the
right eye of the dead man is thrust into the basket through this small hole, and the horn is then
replaced.

Several of the Awemba chiefs a few years ago possessed ilamfiyas, but since the British
South Africa Company began to administer the country they have nearly all disappeared. They
were all made by the paramount chief of the tribe, who used to retire into the forest along with
one of his wives to make them. He possesses a basket which he hides in the forest. In this basket
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is the portal bone of every chief killed by his tribe. It is only when a chief has shown his prowess
in war by killing another chief that he gets an ilamfiya. When the head of the chief who has been
killed reaches the paramount chief a great hunt is instituted in order to get the required number of
horns. The chief then retires into the forest and builds himself a large enclosure and hut with
branches and grass. No one is allowed to go near him while he is at work; but when he has
finished his task a man is summoned and the ilamfiya is given him to take to the chief for whom
it has been made. For this work he receives cloth to the value of six shillings. The paramount
chief receives for his work a cow, or its value in ivory.
When the ilamfiya is not in use it is
covered by a piece of red cloth, as seen in
the accompanying photograph. A large
knife, called by the native limpoko, is sent
along with the ilamfiya, for purposes of
execution. In the photograph a native is
seen holding up this knife. Each chief has
a man whose sole duty it is to use this
knife. The man whom Ponde – the chief
from whom I bought this ilamfiya –
employed for this work fled into the forest
when his master was defeated by the
Administration, and I was told that he is
afraid to return to his village and friends.
The ilamfiya was principally used
to execute captives, but it was also
occasionally used to indicate in which
direction the chief and his people ought to
go raiding. This was very simply done. The ilamfiya was placed on an iron pivot and revolved.
When it stopped revolving they marked the direction in which the point of the horn with the bell
on it pointed, and they went in that direction to raid.
On returning from war all the male prisoners taken – who were likely to run away if they
got the opportunity – were tied up in the village near the ilamfiya, until the day fixed for their
execution arrived. By that time all the ilamfiyas belonging to the neighboring chiefs were
collected in the village. A basin was then made in the ground, about eighteen inches in diameter,
well plastered with baked clay. When all was ready the ilamfiyas were carried in procession
round the village, their bells ringing and the people shouting, until they arrived near the basin.
The victim was then brought bound to the place of execution. He was stretched on the ground
with his head over the basin, and the executioner with the limpoko – which is kept blunt on
purpose to prolong the victim’s agony – severed his head from his body. When all the blood was
drained from the victim’s body, the young men of the tribe took the ilamfiyas from their
pedestals, and smeared them with his blood, taking care to fill the little horns with blood. They
were then placed on their pedestals again, and then young men blew into the little horns, causing
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the bells to ring and the blood to spurt into their faces and over their naked bodies. This was
repeated until all the blood was taken out of the basin. The eyes of the victim were then taken out
of his lifeless head and dashed against the small horns of the ilamfiya belonging to the village
whose people captured him. The young men believed that by having their bodies smeared with
blood in this way they would become brave.
When all was over, the ilamfiyas were taken to the river and washed, and then smeared
with a native medicine made from pounded leaves, and fresh clay was put around the little horns.
They were then taken back to the villages to which they belonged, and they remained in their old
position until they were needed again.
During the past twelve years eleven well-known chiefs have been killed by the Awemba,
and pieces of their portal bones are in the ilamfiya in my possession. Let us thank God that this
horrible custom is now at an end, and the chiefs are so much ashamed of their past cruelty that
they are ready to part with these relics of it, although at one time they were very precious to
them.
Let me state, in conclusion, that I got all my information regarding the ilamfiya from the
grandson of the late paramount chief of the Awemba. He had seen and taken part in this horrible
custom, and he told me all about it one bright moonlight night when sitting by the camp fire.

Pg 300 – “Are the Heathen Hungering for the Gospel?”
V. – In Central Africa
By the Rev. John May, B.A.
“Are the heathen hungering for the Gospel?” asks the warm-hearted, sympathetic friend
in our favored Christian land. It does not require a prolonged sojourn in these parts to answer
emphatically: No, we see no outward sign of a longing for the Gospel here, except on the part of
a very few who have been under Christian instruction for years past in our Mission. There is a
distinct hunger for calico and beads, powder and shot, sheep and goats, and for all that
constitutes wealth in the eyes of the “dweller on the heath” of Central Africa; aye, even for
human flesh! For, sad to say, cannibalism exists at a village in the Liendwe Valley not far from
Kambole, where corpses are exhumed a few days after burial, and a gruesome feast ensues.
These cannibals migrated from the Congo Free State.
But be it far from me to affirm that there is no latent desire for spiritual things in the heart
of a typical Central African native. If one could get inside his mind for a time, think his thoughts,
wee with his eyes, feel as he feels, and then carry away one’s experiences, many questions of
surpassing interest could be answered – the one with which we started amongst others. But as
this cannot be, we must try in other ways to find out whether a latent hunger for the Gospel
exists; that is, from impression, observation, and a general knowledge of human nature.
It seems to be an axiom with many that in the human heart the world over there is a
hunger, a craving, a restless feeling, which men seek to satisfy with material things but which
Christ only can fully satisfy. Be that as it may, we do not find many traces of it in the raw native
here. He has a few outward wants, which are easily supplied. But of his inward wants ignorance
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forbids me to speak fully. In my three years’ experience in this country I seem to have learnt
very little of the heart of the native, with its hopes and fears, its yearnings and desires. Moreover,
one may be so easily deceived. For instance, one Sunday I was preaching at Fwambo’s village,
about four miles from Kawimbe. The chief fixed his eyes upon me the whole time. I wondered if
he were impressed with my message, or why he gave me such close attention. At the close of the
service he “buttonholed” me, and was anxious to know if I would give him some brass wire in
exchange for a calf!
And again, when our carriers on a journey have been singing songs, the leaders often
wind up by saying: “Whose people are you?” and the others reply: “The people of God.” It does
not mean much, though we trust that what is now lightly said by the lips may one day become
the earnest utterance of the heart.
But, thank God, we have some genuine cases of hunger for the Gospel. When an inquirer
comes and says with evident feeling, “I want to choose Jesus Christ,” or “I want to enter the
Kingdom of God,” or “I want to repent,” we are assured that a real craving for a new life has
been aroused in the heart by the Holy Spirit. Just lately one such inquirer, the mother of one of
our evangelists, was told the decision of the church members that she should be baptized, and her
face became radiant with joy. Another, a middle-aged man, before speaking of his desire to be a
Christian, said there was “something biting” in his heart. It was supposed that he was feeling ill.
“No,” he said, “I want the medicine of the words of God.” But these instances are exceptions.
Alas! we can come to no other conclusion than that there is no general desire for the Gospel here.
Who is responsible for this state of things? Must we not say that the responsibility rests in
some degree with the missionaries and the churches? It is easy for a missionary to excuse
himself, and to say: “What am I among so many?” But is he not partly responsible for the present
apathy on the part of the heathen with whom he comes in contact? In the matter of the native
language, customs, and religious ideas, there is much yet to be learnt. Owing to my own
ignorance on these points I am unable to present the Gospel in such a way as to grip my hearers.
What patient study of native idiom is needed; what wisdom in the choice of words which are to
convey God’s thoughts to man! What careful investigation into native customs should be made,
so that the Gospel may be offered, not in European garb, but in accordance with the genius of the
people! It is fatal when Christianity is looked upon as a freak of the white man, and classed with
the steamer, telegraph, or bicycle.
Can we find some faint indications of the existence of the Gospel hunger in some of the
religious rites and ceremonies known to us? For example, in this neighborhood, in time of
drought, an animal is sacrificed at the foot of the great rock called Namweleu. Prayers are said
by the priest, apparently to this rock. If rain comes, Namweleu is said to send it. Spirit-worship is
common. A priest will go to the grave of a dead chief, and there pray for blessings on the people
– plenty of food, and immunity from harm and disease. Offerings of cloth, beads, and flour are
made to propitiate the spirit. The people, too, pray at the graves of dead relatives. If they build a
new village, they take care to build also a “kavua,” or little spirit-hut, where they pray and offer
gifts to the spirit of the departed. At the time of brewing “wengwa” (beer), they put some in a
gourd and place it in the “kavua” as an offering; in the cool of the day when it begins to ferment
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and bubble up, the people say the spirits are drinking, and rejoice. The men clap their hands, and
the women “Lu-lu-lu” in true African fashion.
There seems to be a dread of the spirits of ancestors, lest they should harm the living; so
prayers and offerings are made, evidently on the idea of appeasing them. If a man fancies the
spirit of a dead relative is injuring him, he calls a witch-doctor, who exhumes the bones of the
dead and burns them. The “kiwa” (devil) is then supposed to be destroyed.
Now it may possible be capable of demonstration that these customs and superstitions
indicate a sort of blind feeling after God, or a craving after higher things. Perhaps they are the
grey ruins of some ancient faith. At any rate, a clear understanding of the religious beliefs and
worship of the people would be of great assistance in presenting the “truth as it is in Jesus.” If the
missionary fails in this, he will fail to some extent in stimulating a hunger for the Gospel in the
hearts of his hearers.
But is it not true that the churches are also partly responsible for the apathy of the
heathen towards Christianity? There must be a great hungering for souls on the part of God’s
people if there is to be a great hungering for the Gospel on the part of the heathen. If we
identified the heathen with Christ, should we not be the more eager to succor them? It is nothing
to us that in India, China, Africa, Christ is an hungered, athirst, a stranger, naked, sick and in
prison, in the persons of these least of His brethren?
We have reached the border line between two centuries. Looking back, the triumphs of
the Cross stand out conspicuous. Looking forward, the eye of faith discerns more glorious
triumphs still, in this and every land. As we enter upon the New Era, let our Lord’s words ring in
our hearts – stimulate our faith and intercession – “Hitherto ye have asked nothing in My name;
ask, and ye shall receive, that your joy may be full.”
Then at length will dawn the day when we shall no more inquire if the heathen are
hungering for the Gospel; for it will be evident to all, and the promise will be fulfilled for
Africa’s millions – “Ethiopia shall stretch out her hands unto God.”

Pg 304 – “The Board Room”

At their meeting on October 23rd… The resignation of the Rev. Percy W. Jones, of the
Central African Mission, was accepted.
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